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&ese notes are work in progress and change daily.&e most current version can be
found at .

Althoughwe are not bold (nor rich) enough to o,er a monetary award for typos
found, we would greatly appreciate any feedback.
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P R E FA C E

&is book is an attempt to summarize the state-of-the-art of iterative channel cod-
ing. Two other popular names which describe the same area are probabilistic cod-
ing and codes on graphs. Iterative coding was originally devised by Gallager in !"'#
in his remarkable thesis and then long forgotten. It was rediscovered by Berrou,
Glavieux, and&itimajshima in !""- in the form of turbo codes, and then indepen-
dently in the mid "$’s by MacKay and McNeal, Wiberg, as well as Luby et. al. in a
form much closer to Gallager’s original construction. Iterative techniques have had
a strong impact on coding theory and practice and, more generally, on the whole of
communications.

&e titleModern Coding"eory is clearly a hyperbole. A.er all, there have been
several other important recent developments in coding theory. To name just the
most prominent one, Sudan’s list decoding algorithm for Reed-Solomon codes and
its extension to so.-decision decoding have sparked new life in what was considered
a fairly mature if not retired subject. So what is our excuse? Iterative methods are
in/uencing a wide range of applications within and beyond communications. &e
method and theory are highly tied to advances in current computing technology
and it is therefore inherently modern. Nevertheless, the font on the book cover is
supposed to express the irony that the roots of “modern” coding go back to a time
when typewriters ruled the world.

&is book is written with several audiences in mind. We hope that it will be
a useful text for a course in coding theory. If such a course is dedicated solely to
iterative techniques, most necessary material should be contained in this book. If
the course covers both classical algebraic coding and iterative topics, this book can
be used in conjunction with one of themany excellent books on classical coding.We
have excluded virtually all classical material on purpose, except for the most basic
de0nitions. We hope that this book will also be of use to the practitioner in the 0eld
who is trying to decide what coding scheme to employ, how a new scheme can be
designed, or how an existing system can be improved.

It is important to note that the0eld of iterative coding has not settled in the same
way as classical coding has.&ere are nearly as many /avors of iterative coding sys-
tems – and graphical models to denote them – as there are researchers in the 0eld.
We have therefore decided to focus more on techniques to analyze and design such
systems rather than speci0c such instances. In order to present the theory we have
chosen Gallager’s original ensemble of low-density parity-check codes as a repre-
sentative example.&is ensemble is simple enough that themain results can be pre-
sented easily. Once the basic concepts are absorbed, their extension to more general

vii
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cases is typically routine and several (but not an exhaustive list) of such extensions
are discussed. In particular, we have included a thorough investigation of turbo-
codes. Another characteristic of this book is that we spend a considerable number
of pages on discussing iterative coding over the binary erasure channel. Why spend
so much time on a very speci0c and limited channel model? It is probably fair to
say that what we know about iterative coding we learned 0rst for the binary erasure
channel. Due to the special properties of this channel, its basic analysis needs not
much more than pen and paper and some knowledge of calculus and probability.
All important concepts encountered during the study of the binary erasure channel
seem to carry over to general channels, although our ability to prove some of these
extensions is in some cases defeated by technical challenges.

&ere are many possible paths through this book. Our own personal preference
is to start with the chapter on factor graphs (Chapter #). &e material covered in
this chapter has the special appeal that it uni0esmany themesof information theory,
coding, and communication. Although all three areas trace their origin to Shannon’s
!"78 paper, they have subsequently diverged to a point where a typical textbook in
one area treats each of the other two topics at most in passing. &e factor graph
approach is a nice way to glue them back together. One and the same technique
allows for the computation of capacity, and deals with equalization, modulation and
coding on an equal footing. We then recommend to cover the core of the material
in Chapter - (binary erasure channel) and Chapter 7 (general channels) in a linear
fashion.

&e remaining material can be read in almost any order according to the pref-
erences of the reader. E.g., at this point it might be rewarding to broaden the view
and to go through some of the material on more general channels (Chapter 9). Al-
ternatively, you might be more interested in general ensembles. Chapter ' discusses
turbo codes and Chapter % deals with various ensembles and the issues of graph de-
signs. We have not tried to give an exhaustive list of all known iterative codes since
this list is growing daily and there is no sign that this growth will stop anytime soon.
Rather, we have tried to pick some representative examples.

Chapter 8 gives a brief look at a complementary way of analyzing iterative sys-
tems in terms of the expansion of the underlying bipartite graph.

&e Appendix contains various chapters on topics which either describe tools
for analysis or are simply too technical to 0t into the main part. Chapter A takes
a look at the encoding problem. Curiously, for iterative schemes the encoding task
can be of equal complexity (or even higher) than the decoding task. Appendix B dis-
cusses e:cient and accurate ways of implementing density evolution. In Appendix
C we describe various techniques from probability which are useful in asserting
that most elements of a properly chosen ensemble behave “close” to the ensemble
average. We take a close look at generating functions in Appendix D. In particular
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we discuss how to accurately estimate the coe:cients of powers of polynomials – a
recurrent theme in this book.

Althoughwe have tried tomake thematerial as accessible as possible, the prereq-
uisites for various portions of the book vary considerably. Some seemingly simple
questions need quite sophisticated tools for their answer. A good example is thema-
terial related to theweight distribution of LDPCcodes and their error/oor behavior.
In these cases, when the density of equations increases to a painful level, the casual
reader is advised not to get discouraged but rather to skip the proofs. Fortunately,
in all these cases the subsequent material depends very little on the mathematical
details of the proof.

If you are a lecturer and you are giving a beginning graduate level course we rec-
ommend that you follow the basic course outlined above but skip some of the less
accessible topics. For example, little is lost by simply stating that for “most” ensem-
bles the design rate is equal to the real rate without going through the proof.&is is a
“natural” statement which is readily accepted. For general binary memoryless sym-
metric channels one can 0rst focus onGallager’s decoding algorithmA.&e analysis
for this case is very similar to the one for the binary erasure channel. A subsequent
discussion of the belief propagation decoder can skip some of proofs and so avoid
a discussion of some of the technical di:culties. If your course is positioned as an
advanced graduate level course thenmost of thematerial should be accessible to the
students.

We started out to write a thin book containing all there is to know about iterative
coding.We ended upwith a rather thick one and a number of regrettable omissions.
To mention just the most important ones: we do not cover the emerging theory of
pseudo codewords and their connections to the error /oor for general channels.
We only scratched the surface of the rich area of interleaver design. Rateless codes
deserve a much more prominent role, and there is no discussion of the powerful
techniques borrowed from statistical mechanics which have been used successfully
in the analysis. Finally, we only mention, but do not discuss source coding by itera-
tive techniques.

But rather than endingwith regrets, let us closewith the following (slightlymod-
i0ed) quote by Descartes: “[We] hope that posterity will judge [us] kindly, not only
as to the things which [we] have explained, but also as to those which [we] have
intentionally omitted so as to leave to others the pleasure of discovery.” ;-)

HERE GO ACKNOWLEDGMENTS.

T. Richardson
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Chapter !

I N T R O D U C T I O N

§!.!. WAB Y=; SA=;C@ R35@ TA() B==?
&e technology of communication and computing advanced at a breathtaking pace
in the #$th century, especially in the second half. A signi0cant part of this advance,
especially in communication, began some '$ years ago when Shannon published
his seminal paper "AMathematical&eory of Communication." In that paper Shan-
non framed and posed a fundamental question: how can we e:ciently and reliably
transmit information? Shannon also gave a basic answer: coding can do it. Since
that time the problem of 0nding practical coding systems that approach the funda-
mental limits established by Shannon has been at the heart of information theory
and communications. Recently tremendous advances have taken place that bring
us quite close to answering this question. Perhaps, at least in a practical sense, the
question has been answered.&is book is about that answer.

&e advance came with a fundamental paradigm shi. in the area of coding that
took place in the early "$’s. In Modern Coding &eory, codes are viewed as large
complex systems described by random sparse graphical models and encoding as well
as decoding are accomplished by e:cient local algorithms. &e local interactions
of the code bits are very simple but the overall code is nevertheless complex (and
so su:ciently powerful to allow reliable communication) due to the large number
of interactions. &e idea of random codes is very much in the spirit of Shannon’s
original formulation. What is new is the sparseness of the description and the local
nature of the algorithms.

&ese are exciting times for coding theorists and practitioners. Despite all the
progress made, many fundamental questions are still open. Even if you are not in-
terested in coding itself, however, you might be motivated to read this book. Al-
though the focus of this book is squarely on coding, the larger view holds a much
bigger picture. Sparse graphical models and message-passing algorithms, to name
just two of the notions that are fundamental to our treatment, play an increasingly
important role in many other 0elds as well. &is is not a coincidence. Many of the
innovations were brought into the 0eld of coding by physicists or computer scien-
tists. Conversely, the success of modern coding has inspired work in several other
0elds.

Modern coding will not displace classical coding anytime soon. At any point in
time there are hundreds of millions of Reed-Solomon codes working hard to make
your life less error prone.&is is unlikely to change substantially in the near future.

!
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But modern coding o,ers an alternative way of solving the communications prob-
lem. Most current wireless communications systems have already adopted modern
coding.

Technically, our aim is focused on Shannon’s classical problem:wewant to trans-
mit amessage across a noisy channel so that the receiver can determine this message
with high probability despite the imperfections of the channel. We are interested in
low-complexity schemes that introduce little delay and allow reliable transmission
close to the ultimate limit, the Shannon capacity.

We start with a review of the communications problem (Section !.#), we cover
some classical notions of codes (Sections !.-, !.7, !.9, !.%, and !.8), and we review the
channel coding theorem (Section !.'). Section !." gives an outline of the modern
approach to coding. Finally, we close in Section !.!$ with a review of the notational
conventions and some useful facts used.

§!.#. C=DD;+(65<(=+) P2=*C3D
Let us review the simplest communications scenario – the point-to-point communi-
cations problem depicted in Figure !.!. A source (speech, audio, data, . . . ) transmits

source channel sink

Figure !.!:&e basic point-to-point communications problem.

via a noisy channel (phone line, optical link, wireless, storagemedium, . . . ) to a sink.
We are interested in reliable transmission, i.e., we want to recreate the transmitted
information with as little distortion (number of wrong bits, mean squared error dis-
tortion, . . . ) as possible at the sink.

In his seminal paper in !"78, Shannon formalized the communications problem
and showed that the point-to-point problem can always be decomposed into two
separate problems as shown in Figure !.#. First, the source encoder transforms the
source into a bit stream. Ideally, the source encoder removes all redundancy from
the source so that the resulting bit stream uses the smallest possible number of bits
while still representing the source with su:cient accuracy.&e channel encoder then
processes the bit stream to add redundancy.&is redundancy is carefully chosen so
as to combat the noise that is introduced by the channel.

To be mathematically more precise: we model the output of the source as a
stochastic process. For example, we might represent text as the output of a Markov
chain, describing the local dependency structure of letter sequences. It is the task of
the source encoder to represent this output as e:ciently as possible (using as few bits
as possible) given a desired upper bound on the distortion.&e distortionmeasure is
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chosen by the user and is supposed to re/ect the “cost” of deviating from the original
source output. If the source emits points in Rn it might be natural to consider the
squared Euclidean distance, whereas if the source emits binary strings a more natu-
ral measure might be to count the number of positions in which the source output
and the word that can be reconstructed from the encoded source di,er. Shannon’s
source coding theorem asserts that, for a given source and distortion measure, there
exists a minimum rate R = R(d) (bits per emitted source symbol) which is nec-
essary (and su:cient) to describe this source with distortion not exceeding d.&e
plot of this rate R as a function of the distortion d is usually called the rate-distortion
curve. In the second stage an appropriate amount of redundancy is added to these
source bits to protect them against the errors in the channel.&is process is called
channel coding.&roughout the book we model the channel as a probabilistic map-
ping and we are typically interested in the average performance, where the average
is taken over all channel realizations. Shannon’s channel coding theorem asserts the
existence of a maximum rate (bits per channel use) at which information can be
transmitted reliably, i.e., with vanishing probability of error, over a given channel.
&is maximum rate is called the capacity of the channel and is denoted by C. At the
receiver we 0rst decode the received bits to determine the transmitted information.
We then use the decoded bits to reconstruct the source at the receiver. Shannon’s
source-channel separation theorem asserts that the source can be reconstructed with
a distortion of at most d at the receiver if R(d) < C, i.e., if the rate required to repre-
sent the given source with the allowed distortion is smaller than the capacity of the
channel. Conversely, no scheme can do better. One great bene0t of the separation
theorem is that a communications link can be used for a large variety of sources:
one good channel coding solution can be used with virtually any source. Virtually
all systems in use today are based on this principle. It is important though to be

channel
encoder channel channel

decoder

source
encoder

source
decoder

source sink

Figure !.#:&e basic point-to-point communications problem in view of the source-
channel separation theorem.

aware of the limitations of the source-channel separation theorem.&e optimality
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is only in terms of the achievable distortion when large blocks of data are encoded
together. Joint schemesmight be substantially better in terms of complexity or delay.
Also, the separation is no longer valid if one looks at multi-user scenarios.

We will not be concerned with the source coding problem or, equivalently, we
assume that the source coding problemhas been optimally solved. For us, the source
emits a sequence of independent identically distributed (iid) bits which are equally
likely to be zero or one. Under this assumption, we will see how to accomplish the
channel coding problem in an e:cient manner for a variety of scenarios.

§!.-. C=@(+G: T2(5C 5+@ E22=2
How can we transmit information reliably over a noisy channel at a strictly positive
rate?At some level we have already given the answer: add redundancy to themessage
that can be exploited to combat the distortion introduced by the channel. By starting
with a special case we want to clarify the key concepts.

Xt Yt

1 " #

1 " #
#
#

1

-1

1

-1
Figure !.7: BSC(#)

EF5D1C3 !.- (B(+52B SBDD3<2(6 CA5++3C). Let us introduce the binary sym-
metric channel with cross-over probability # depicted in Figure !.7. We denote it by
BSC(#). Both input Xt and output Yt are elements of {±1}. A transmitted bit is
either received correctly or received $ipped, the latter occurring with probability #,
and di,erent bits are /ipped or not /ipped independently.Without loss of generality
we can assume that 0 < # < 1

2 .
&e BSC is the generic model of a binary memoryless channel in which hard

decisions are made at the front end of the receiver, i.e., where the received value is
quantized to two values. #

First Trial: we start by considering uncoded transmission over the BSC(#).&us,
we send the source bits across the channel as is, without the insertion of redundant
bits. At the receiver we estimate the transmitted bit X based on the observation
Y . As we will learn soon in Section !.9, the optimal decision rule, call it x̂MAP(y),
is to choose that x $ {±1} which maximizes pX !Y(x % y) for the given y. For the
given case this estimator reduces to x̂MAP(y) = y.&e probability that the estimate
di,ers from the true value, i.e., Pb & P {x̂MAP(Y) ' X}, is equal to #. Since for every
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information bit we want to convey we send exactly one bit over the channel we say
that this scheme has rate 1. We conclude that with uncoded transmission we can
achieve a (rate, Pb)-pair of (1, #).

Second Trial: if this error probability is too high for our application, what trans-
mission strategy can we use to lower it? &e simplest strategy is repetition-coding.
Assume we repeat each bit k times. To keep things simple, assume that k is odd. So
if X, the bit to be transmitted, has value x then the input to the BSC(#) is the k-tuple
x ,(, x. Denote the k associated observations by Y1(Yk . It is not hard to see that the
optimal estimator is given by the majority rule

x̂MAP(y1,(, yk) =majority of {y1,(, yk}.
Hence the probability of bit error is given by

Pb = P)x̂MAP(Y) ' X* k odd= P)at least +k,2- errors occur* = .
i>k"2
/k
i
0#i(1 " #)k#i .

Since for every information bit we want to convey we send k bits over the chan-
nel we say that such a scheme has rate 1

k . So with repetition codes we can achieve
the (rate, Pb)-pairs ( 1k ,1i>k"2 2ki3#i(1 " #)k#i). For Pb to approach zero we have to
choose k larger and larger and as a consequence the rate approaches zero as well.

Can we keep the rate positive and still make the error probability go to zero?

§!.7. C=@3) 5+@ E+)3D*C3)
Information is inherently discrete. It is natural and convenient to use %nite 0elds to
represent it.&e most important instance for us is the binary %eld F2, consisting of{0, 1} with mod-2 addition and mod-2 multiplication (0 + 0 = 1 + 1 = 0; 0 + 1 = 1;
0 ! 0 = 1 ! 0 = 0; 1 ! 1 = 1). In words, if we use F2 then we represent information in
terms of (sequences of) bits, a natural representation and convenient for the purpose
of processing. If you are not familiar with 0nite 0elds, very little is lost if you replace
any mention of a generic 0nite 0eld F with F2. We write %F % to indicate the number
of elements of the 0nite 0eld F, e.g., %F2 % = 2. Why do we choose 0nite %elds? As we
will see, this allows us to make use of algebraic operations in both the encoding as
well as the decoding, signi0cantly reducing the complexity.

D34(+(<(=+ !.9 (C=@3). A code C of length n and cardinality M over a 0eld F is a
subset of Fn with M elements, i.e.,

C(n,M) & {x[1] ,(, x[M]}, x[m] $ Fn , 1 4 m 4 M .

&e elements of the code are called codewords.&e parameter n is called the block-
length. 5
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EF5D1C3 !.' (R313<(<(=+ C=@3). Let F = F2.&e binary repetition code is de0ned
as C(n = 3,M = 2) = {000, 111}. #

In the above example we have introduced binary codes, i.e., codes whose com-
ponents are elements of F2 = {0, 1}. Some times it is more convenient to think of
the two 0eld elements as {±1} instead (see, e.g., the de0nition of the BSC in Exam-
ple !.-). &e standard mapping is 0 6 1 and 1 6 "1. It is convenient to use both
notatations. We will freely and frequently switch and, with some abuse of notation,
we will make no distinction between these two cases and talk simply about binary
codes and F2 even if the components take values in {±1}.
D34(+(<(=+ !.% (R5<3). &e rate (measured as information symbols per transmitted
symbol) of a code C(n,M) is r & 1

n log!F !M. 5
EF5D1C3 !.8 (R313<(<(=+ C=@3). Let F = F2. We have r(C(3, 2)) = 1

3 log2 2 = 1
3 .

It takes 3 channel symbols to transmit one information symbol. #
&e following two de0nitions will play a role only much later in the book. But it

is convenient to collect them here for reference.

D34(+(<(=+ !." (S;11=2< S3<). &e support set of a codeword x $ C is the set of
locations i $ [n] = {1,(, n} such that xi ' 0. 5
D34(+(<(=+ !.!$ (M(+(D5C C=@3>=2@)). Consider a binary code C, i.e., a code
over F2. We say that a codeword x $ C isminimal if its support set does not contain
the support set of any other (non-zero) codeword. 5

&e Hamming distance introduced in the following de0nition and the derived
minimum distance of a code (see De0nition !.!#) are the central characters in all of
classical coding. For us they only play a minor role.&is is probably one of the most
distinguishing factors between classical and modern coding.

D34(+(<(=+ !.!! (H5DD(+GW3(GA< 5+@H5DD(+GD()<5+63). Let u, v $ Fn .&e
Hamming weight of a word u, which we denote by w(u), is equal to the number of
non-zero symbols in u, i.e., the cardinality of the support set.&eHamming distance
of a pair (u, v), which we denote by d(u, v), is the number of positions in which u
di,ers from v. We have d(u, v) = d(u"v , 0) = w(u"v). Further, d(u, v) = d(v ,u)
and d(u, v) 7 0, with equality if and only if u = v. Also, d(!, !) satis0es the triangle
inequality

d(u, v) 4 d(u, t) + d(t, v),
for any triple u, v , t $ Fn . In words, d(!, !) is a true distance in the mathematical
sense. 5
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D34(+(<(=+ !.!# (M(+(D;D D()<5+63 =4 5 C=@3). Let C be a code. Its minimum
distance d(C) is de0ned as

5d(C) &min {d(u, v) 8 u, v $ C ,u ' v} .
Let x $ Fn and t $ N. A sphere of radius t centered at the point x is the set of

all points in Fn that have distance at most t from x. If, for a code C of minimum
distance d, we place spheres of radius t & 9d#12 : around each codeword, then these
spheres are disjoint.&is follows from the triangle inequality. Further, by de0nition
of d, t is the largest such radius.

&e radius t has an important operational meaning that explains why much of
classical coding is centered on the construction of codes with large minimum dis-
tance. To be concrete, consider the binary case. Assume we use a code C(n,M , d)
(i.e., a code with M codewords of length n and minimum distance d) for trans-
mission over a BSC and assume that we employ a bounded distance decoder with
decoding radius t, t 4 9 d#12 :. More precisely, given y the decoder chooses x̂BD(y)
de0ned by

x̂BD(y) & ;<<=<<>
x $ C , if d(x , y) 4 t,
error, if no such x exists,

where by “error” the decoder declares that it is unable to decode. Note that for a
given y there can be at most one x $ C so that d(x , y) 4 t: otherwise, if for both
x $ C and x$ $ C we have d(x , y) 4 t and d(x$, y) 4 t then by the triangle inequality
d(x , x$) 4 d(x , y) + d(x$, y) 4 2t 4 d " 1, a contradiction.

Such a combination corrects all errors of weight t or less. &erefore, a large t
implies a large resilience against channel errors.

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.80.0 r

0.1
0.2
0.3

&(r)

GV
Elias

Figure !.!-: Upper and lower bound on &%(r).
How large can d (and hence t) be made in the binary case? Let & & d,n denote

the normalized distance and consider for a 0xed rate r, 0 < r < 1,
&%(r) & lim sup

n&' max?d(C)
n
8 C $ C @n, 2(nr)AB ,
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where C 2n, 2(nr)3 denotes the set of all binary block codes of length n containing
at least 2(nr) codewords. Problem !.!7 discusses the asymptotic Gilbert-Varshamov
bound

h#12 (1 " r) 4 &%(r),
where h2(x) & "x log2 x " (1 " x) log2(1 " x) is the binary entropy function and
where for y $ [0, 1], h#12 (y) is the unique element x $ [0, 12] such that h2(x) = y.
&ere exists a related upper bound due to Eliaswhich states that

&%(r) 4 2h#12 (1 " r)(1 " h#12 (1 " r)).(!.!7)

Both bounds are illustrated in Figure !.!-.
We can now answer the question posed at the end of the previous section. For

a 0xed channel BSC(#) pick a rate r such that &%(r) > 2# + ', where ' is some
arbitrarily small but strictly positive quantity. We see from the Gilbert-Varshamov
bound that such a strictly positive r and ' exist as long as # < 1,4. Further, in this
case we can 0nd a code of rate r of arbitrarily large blocklength nwhich has a relative
minimum distance at least & = 2#+'. By the Chebyshev inequality (see Lemma C.-
on page 788), for every desired strictly positive probability P there exists a positive
constant c such that the number of errors which one encounters in a block of length
n is atmost n#+cCnwith probability P. Assume thatwe employ a bounded distance
decoder. If we choose n su:ciently large so that n#+ cCn < &n,2 = n#+n',2, then
the bounded distance decoder succeeds with probability at least P. Since P can be
chosen arbitrarily close to 1 we see that there exist codes which allow transmission
at a positive rate with arbitrarily small probability of error.

Constructing provably good codes is di:cult. A standard approach to show the
existence of good codes is the probabilistic method: an ensemble C of codes is con-
structed using some random process and one proves that good codes occur with
positive probability within this ensemble. O.en the probability is close to 1 – almost
all codes are good. &is approach, used already by Shannon in his !"78 landmark
paper, simpli0es the task enormously (at the cost of a less useful result).

D34(+(<(=+ !.!9 (SA5++=+’) R5+@=D E+)3D*C3). Let the 0eld F be 0xed. Con-
sider the following ensemble C(n,M) of codes of length n and cardinalityM.&ere
are nM degrees of freedom in choosing a code, one degree of freedom for each
component of each codeword. &e ensemble consists of all %F %nM possible codes
of length n and cardinality M. We endow this set with a uniform probability dis-
tribution. To sample from this ensemble proceed as follows. Pick the codewords
x[1],(, x[M] randomly by letting each component x[m]i be an independently and
uniformly chosen element of F. 5

We will see that such a code is likely to be “good” for many channels.
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§!.9. MAP 5+@ML D36=@(+G
Assume we transmit over a channel with input F and output space Y using a code
C(n,M) = )x[1],(, x[M]*. Let the channel be speci0ed by its transition probability
pY ! X(y % x). &e transmitter chooses the codeword X $ C(n,M) with probability
pX(x). (In communications the idea is that the transmitter wants to transmit one
ofM messages and uses one codeword for each possible message.)&is codeword is
then transmitted over the channel. Let Y denote the observation at the output of the
channel. To what codeword should Y be decoded? If we decode Y to x̂(Y) $ C , then
the probability that we have made an error is 1" pX !Y(x̂(Y) % y).&us, to minimize
the probability of error we should choose x̂(Y) to maximize pX !Y(x̂(Y) % y). &e
maximum a posteriori (MAP) decoding rule reads

x̂MAP(y) & argmaxx*C pX !Y(x % y)
= argmaxx*C pY ! X(y % x) pX(x)pY (y)by Bayes’s rule

= argmaxx*C pY ! X(y % x)pX(x).
Ties can be broken in some arbitrary manner without a,ecting the error proba-
bility. As we indicated, this estimator minimizes the probability of (block) error
PB & P{x̂MAP(Y) ' X}. If all codewords are equally likely, i.e., if pX is uniform,
then

x̂MAP(y) = argmaxx*C pY ! X(y % x)pX(x) = argmaxx*C pY ! X(y % x) & x̂ML(y),
where the right hand side represents the decoding rule of themaximum likelihood
(ML) decoder. In words, for a uniform prior pX the MAP and the ML decoders are
equivalent.

§!.'. CA5++3C C=@(+G TA3=23D
We have already seen that transmission at a strictly positive rate and an arbitrarily
small probability of error is possible.What is the largest rate at which we can achieve
a vanishing probability of error? Let us now investigate this question for transmis-
sion over the BSC(#).

We are interested in the scenario depicted in Figure !.!'. For a given binary
code C(n,M) the transmitter chooses with uniform probability a codeword X $
C(n,M) and transmits this codeword over the channel BSC(#). &e output of the
channel is denoted byY . At the receiver the decoder estimates the transmitted code-
word given the observationY using theMAP rule x̂MAP(y). How small can wemake
the incurred block error probability PMAP

B (C , #) & P)X̂MAP ' X* for given parame-
ters n and M? Let P̂MAP

B (n,M , #) be the minimum of PMAP
B (C , #) over all choices of

C $ C(n,M).
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X $ C(n,M)
chosen uniformly

X BSC(#) Y decoder

Figure !.!': Transmission over the BSC(#).

TA3=23D !.!% (SA5++=+’) CA5++3C C=@(+G TA3=23D). If 0 < r < 1" h2(#) then
P̂MAP
B (n, 2(rn) , #) n&'DE 0.

Proof. Pick a code C from C(n, 2(rn)), the random ensemble introduced in De0ni-
tion !.!9. Since theMAP decoder is hard to analyze we use the following suboptimal
decoder. For some 0xed I, I > 0, de0ne ( = n#+F2n#(1 " #),I. If x[m] is the only
codeword such that d(y, x[m]) 4 ( then decode y as x[m] – otherwise declare an
error.

For u, v $ {±1}n let
f (u, v) & ? 0, if d(u, v) > (,

1, if d(u, v) 4 (,
and de0ne

g[m](y) & 1 " f (x[m] , y) + .
m!+m f (x[m!], y).

Note that g[m](y) equals zero if x[m] is the only codeword such that d(y, x[m]) 4 (
and that it is at least one otherwise. Let P[m]B denote the conditional block error
probability assuming that X = x[m], i.e., P[m]B = P)x̂(Y) ' X GX = x[m]*.

P[m]B (C , #) = .
y,g[m](y)-1

pY ! X[m](y % x[m]) 4 .
y*{±1}n

pY ! X[m](y % x[m])g[m](y)
= .

y*{±1}n
pY ! X[m](y % x[m])[1 " f (x[m] , y)]

+ .
y*{±1}n .m!+m pY ! X[m](y % x[m]) f (x[m!] , y)

=PHd(Y , x[m]) > ( %X[m] = x[m]I
+ .

y*{±1}n .m!+m pY ! X[m](y % x[m]) f (x[m!] , y).
Note that d(y, x[m]) = w(y + x[m]), where y + x[m] is the vector of channel er-
rors (recall that over F2 addition and subtraction are the same). It follows that
d(Y , x[m]) is the sum of n independent Bernoulli random variables, call it Z.&en
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Z is a random variable with mean n# and variance n#(1"#). Recall from above that
( = n# +F2n#(1 " #),I. &erefore, from Chebyshev’s inequality (see Lemma C.-
on page 788) we get

PH%Z " n#% 7 F2n#(1 " #),II 4 n#(1 " #)I
2n#(1 " #) =

I
2
.

We can write PB(C , #) as
1
M

M.
m=1 P

[m]
B (C , #) 4 I

2
+ 1
M

M.
m=1 .y*{±1}n .m!+m pY ! X[m](y % x[m]) f (x[m!] , y).

Let EC(n,M)[!] denote the expectation with respect to the ensemble C(n,M). We
conclude that

P̂B(n,M , #) 4 EC(n,M)JPB(C , #)K
4 I

2 +
1
M

M.
m=1 .y*{±1}n .m!+m EJpY ! X[m](y %X[m]) f (X[m!] , y)K

(a)= I
2
+ 1
M

M.
m=1 .y*{±1}n .m!+mEJpY ! X[m](y %X[m])KEJ f (X[m!] , y)K

= I
2
+ 1
M

M.
m=1 .y*{±1}n .m!+m EJpY ! X[m](y %X[m])K1

(()
k=0 2nk3
2n

= I
2
+ (M " 1)1(()k=0 2nk3

2n
,

where in step (a) we used the fact that if we consider for m$ ' m the two associated
codewords X[m] and X[m!] as random variables then they are by construction (pair-
wise) independent. If we now use the estimate 1m

k=0 2nk3 4 2nh2(m"n), which is valid
for m 4 n,2 (see (!.9") and Problem !.#-), then as ( 4 n,2 for su:ciently large n

P̂B(n,M , #) 4 I
2
+ (M " 1)2#n(1#h2(#+. 2#(1"#)

nI ))

4 I
2
+ 2nr2#n(1#h2(#+. 2#(1"#)

nI ))

= I
2
+ 2#n(1#h2(#+. 2#(1"#)

nI )#r)
4 I for n large enough if r < 1 " h2(#).

&e proof is complete if we observe that this upper bound is valid for any I > 0.
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&e above proof shows that there exist codes in C 2n, 2(nr)3 which permit re-
liable transmission over the BSC(#) up to a rate of 1 " h2(#) bits per channel use.
Actually, a much stronger statement is true, namely almost any code in the above
ensemble can be used for transmission at vanishing probabilities of error.

Although we do not prove this here, the converse is true as well: any attempt to
transmit at a rate higher than 1 " h2(#) must result in error probabilities bounded
away from zero. Indeed, one can show that the block error probability PB must tend
to one for any sequence of codes of increasing blocklength and rate strictly above
1 " h2(#). &erefore, 1 " h2(#) is a threshold value, separating what is achievable
from what is not. It is called the Shannon capacity of the BSC(#) and we denote it
by CBSC(#) = 1 " h2(#).

As mentioned several times before, the minimum distance plays a central role
in all of classical coding. &e paradigm of classical coding can be summarized as
follows: (i) 0nd a code with a large minimum distance and a strong algebraic struc-
ture; (ii) devise a decoding algorithmwhich exploits the algebraic structure in order
to accomplish bounded distance decoding e:ciently (see page !.7);&is philosophy
works well if we transmit at a rate which is bounded away from capacity. But, as the
next example shows, we can not hope to achieve capacity in this way.

EF5D1C3 !.!8 (B=;+@3@ D()<5+63 D36=@32 () N=< S;44(6(3+<). Consider a
code of rate r, r $ (0, 1). By the Elias bound (!.!7) the normalizedminimumdistance
&(r) is upper bounded by &(r) 4 2h#12 (1 " r)(1 " h#12 (1 " r)), so that

h#12 (1 " r) 7 1
2
@1 "F1 " 2&(r)A ,

for &(r) $ (0, 1,2). From this we deduce the weaker bound h#12 (1 " r) > 1
2&(r) +2 12&(r)32 which is easier to handle. If we transmit over the BSC(#) then the ex-

pected number of errors in a block of length n is n#. Further, for large n with high
probability the actual number of errors is within O(Cn) of this expected number
(see the previous proof on page !!). &erefore, if we employ a bounded distance
decoder we need 1

2&(r) 7 #. If we combine this with the previous bound we get
h#12 (1 " r) > # + #2. &is is not possible if # > /3#1

2 since then the right hand side
exceeds 1,2. It follows that such a bounded distance decoder cannot be used for reli-
able transmission over a BSC(#) if # $ (/3#1

2 , 12). And for # $ (0,
/
3#1
2 )we conclude

that r < 1"h2(#+#2) < 1"h2(#) = CBSC(#), i.e., capacity cannot be achieved either.#
§!.%. L(+352 C=@3) 5+@ TA3(2 C=D1C3F(<B

By our remarks above, almost any code in C 2n, 2(nr)3 is suitable for reliable trans-
mission at rates close to Shannon capacity at low error probability provided only
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that the length n is su:ciently large (we have limited the proof of the channel cod-
ing theorem to the BSC but this theorem applies in a much wider setting). So why
not declare the coding problem solved and stop here?&e answer is that Shannon’s
theorem does not take into account the description, the encoding and the decoding
complexities.

First note that, without further restriction on the structure, already the descrip-
tion of a particular code quickly becomes impractical as n grows, since it requires
n2(nr) bits. Hence, as a 0rst step towards a reduction in complexity we restrict our
attention to linear codes.

§!.%.!. L(+352 C=@3)
We say that a code C over a 0eld F is linear if it is closed under n-tuple addition and
scalar multiplication:

)x + )$x$ $ C , Lx , x$ $ C and L), )$ $ F .

In fact, it su:ces to check that

(!.!") )x " x$ $ C , Lx , x$ $ C and L) $ F .

Choosing ) = 0 in (!.!") shows that if x$ $ C then so is "x$. Further, choosing ) = 1
and x$ = x shows that the all-zero word is a codeword of any (non-empty) linear
code. Equivalently, since Fn is a vector space, condition (!.!") implies that a linear
code is a subspace of Fn .

For a linear code C the minimum distance d(C) is equal to theminimum of the
weight of all non-zero codewords,

d(C) =min )d(x , x$) 8 x , x$ $ C , x ' x$* =min )d(x " x$, 0) 8 x , x$ $ C , x ' x$*
=min )w(x " x$) 8 x , x$ $ C , x ' x$* =min {w(x) 8 x $ C , x ' 0} .

Since a linear code C of length n over F is a subspace of Fn , there must exist an
integer k, 0 4 k 4 n, so that C has a dimension k. &is means that C contains %F %k
codewords. In the sequel we denote by [n, k, d] the parameters of a linear code of
length n, dimension k and minimum distance d. It is customary to call a k M n
matrix G, whose rows form a linearly independent basis for C, a generator matrix
for C. Conversely, given a matrix G $ Fk0n of rank k we can associate with it the
code C(G),
(!.#$) C(G) & )x $ Fn 8 x = uG ,u $ Fk* .
&ere are many generator matrices G which describe the same code (see Prob-
lem !.9).
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D34(+(<(=+ !.#! (P2=132C=@3)). We say that a linear code is proper if its generator
matrix G has no zero columns.! 5

Zero columns convey zero information – no pun intended – and sowe can safely
restrict our attention to proper codes in the sequel.

D34(+(<(=+ !.## (SB)<3D5<(6 G3+325<=2 M5<2(F). A generator matrix G of a
linear code C[n, k, d] is said to be in systematic form if G = (Ik P), where Ik is a
k M k identity matrix and P is an arbitrary k M (n " k) matrix with entries in F. If
G is in systematic form and u $ Fk is an information word, then the corresponding
codeword x = uG has the form (u,uP), i.e., the 0rst k components of x are equal
to the information word u. 5

To each linear code C we associate the dual code C1,
(!.#-) C1 & )v $ Fn 8 xvT = 0,Lx $ C* = )v $ Fn 8 GvT = 0T* .
Assume that v and v$ are elements of C1 and that x is an element of C. Since
xvT = 0 = x(v$)T implies x()v " v$)T = 0 for any ) $ F, it follows that C1 is a
linear code as well.&erefore it has a basis. It is customary to denote such a basis by
H. &is basis H is a generator matrix of the code C1. It is also said to be a parity-
check matrix of the original code C. Let G be a generator matrix for a code C and
let H be a corresponding parity-check matrix. By (!.#-) the dual code is the set of
solutions to the system of equations GvT = 0T . &erefore, since G has k (linearly
independent) rows we know, by linear algebra, that the dual code has dimension
n " k, and therefore H has dimension (n " k) M n. In fact, assume without loss of
generality that G is in systematic form, G = (Ik P). Represent v as v = (vs vp),
where vs is of length k and where vp is of length n " k. From GvT = vTs + PvTp , we
see that for each of the %F %n#k distinct choices of vp there is exactly one vs = "PvTp
so that GvT = 0T .

&e dual code is therefore characterized by

C1 & )v $ Fn 8 v = vH, v $ Fn#k* = )v $ Fn 8 GvT = 0T* .
In the same manner we have

C & )x $ Fn 8 x = uG ,u $ Fk* = )x $ Fn 8 HxT = 0T* .
&at the second description is true can be seen as follows. Clearly, for every x $ C,
HxT = 0T . &is shows that C N )x $ Fn 8 HxT = 0T*. But by assumption %C% =
%F %k = G)x $ Fn 8 HxT = 0T*G, since H has rank n " k.

!Note that properness is a code property, i.e., it does not depend on the generatormatrixG which
we choose to represent C.
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Aswewill see, this latter description is particularly useful for our purpose. Given
a generator matrix G, it is easy to 0nd a corresponding parity-check matrix H and
vice versa, see Problem !.%.

EF5D1C3 !.#7 (B(+52B H5DD(+G C=@3)). Let F = F2 and let m $ N. Let H be a
m M (2m " 1) binary matrix whose columns are formed by all the binary m-tuples
except the all-zero m-tuple. We claim that H is the parity-check matrix of a binary
linear code of length n = 2m " 1, dimension 2m "m " 1, and minimum distance 3.
To see that the minimum distance is 3, note that any two columns of H are linearly
independent, but that there are triples of columns which are linearly dependent.
&erefore, HxT = 0T has no solution for x $ Fn

2 with 1 4 w(x) 4 2 but it has
solutions withw(x) = 3. Clearly, C has dimension at least 2m "m"1 since H hasm
rows. Let us now show that C must have dimension at most 2m "m"1, i.e., we have
equality. Since C has distance 3, the spheres of radius 1 centered at each codeword
are disjoint. Let us count the total number of words contained in all these spheres:

%C% //n
0
0 + /n

1
00 = %C%(1 + n) = %C%2m .

From this it follows that %C%2m 4 2n = 22m#1, where the right hand side represents the
total number of points in the space Fn

2 . Turning this around we get %C% 4 22m#m#1.
&is shows that C has dimension at most 2m " m " 1. Codes such that the spheres
of radius t & 9 d#12 : centered around the codewords cover the whole space are called
perfect. As a particular example consider the case m = 3.&en

(!.#9) H = OPQ
1 1 0 1 1 0 0
1 0 1 1 0 1 0
0 1 1 1 0 0 1

RST ,

andCHam, the code de0ned by the parity-checkmatrixH, is the [7, 4, 3]binaryHam-
ming code. #

In the above de0nitions we have assumed that the rows of G and H are linearly
independent. For the sequel it is useful to relax this de0nition.We call a kMnmatrix
G a generatormatrix even ifG has rank strictly less than k. We say that k,n is the de-
sign rate of the code.&e true rate is of course rank(G),n. An equivalent statement
is true for a (n " k) M n parity-check matrix H.

D34(+(<(=+ !.#' (EC(5)’ G3+325<=2 5+@G5CC5G32’) P52(<B-CA36? E+)3D*C3).
Fix the blocklength n and the design dimension k. To sample from Elias’ generator
ensemble, construct a k M n generator matrix by choosing each entry iid according
to a Bernoulli random variable with parameter one-half. To sample from Gallager’s
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parity-check ensemble, proceed in the same fashion to obtain a sample (n " k) M n
parity-check matrix. Although both ensembles behave quite similarly, they are not
identical.&is is most easily seen by noting that every code in the generator ensem-
ble has rate at most k,n and that some codes have a strictly smaller rate, whereas all
codes in the parity-check ensemble have rate at least k,n. A closer investigation of
the weight distribution of both ensembles is the topic of Problems !.!' and !.!%. We
denote these two ensembles by G(n, k) andH(n, k), respectively. 5

For the most part we are only concerned with the binary case and therefore,
unless explicitly stated otherwise, we assume in the sequel that F = F2.

Are linear ensembles capable of achieving capacity? Consider, e.g., the genera-
tor ensemble G(n, k) and transmission over the BSC(#). &at the answer is in the
a:rmative can be seen as follows: consider a slight twist on the ensemble G(n, k).
Pick a random element C from G(n, k) and a random translation vector c.&e code
is the set of codewords C+ c. We translate so as to eliminate the special role that the
all-zero word plays (since it is contained in any linear code). In this new ensemble
the codewords are pairwise statistically independent and have the right marginals
(namely the uniform distribution) as discussed in Problem !.!9. An inspection of the
proof of &eorem !.!% shows that these are the only two properties which are used
in the proof. But a translation of all codewords leaves the error probability invariant
so that also the ensemble G(n, k) itself is capable of achieving capacity. More gen-
erally, for any binary-input output-symmetric (see De0nition 7.8) memoryless (see
De0nition 7.-) channel linear codes can achieve capacity.

§!.%.#. D3)62(1<(=+/E+6=@(+G C=D1C3F(<B =4 L(+352 C=@3)
From the generator and parity-check representation of a linear code we see that its
description complexity is at most min{rn2, (1" r)n2} bits, where r is the rate of the
code. Further, from (!.#$) it is clear that the encoding task, i.e., the mapping of the
information block onto the codeword can be accomplished in O(n2) operations.

§!.%.-. MAP D36=@(+G C=D1C3F(<B =4 L(+352 C=@3)
Let us now focus on the decoding complexity. To keep things simple, we restrict our-
selves to the case of transmission over the BSC(#). Assume we have a uniform prior
on the set of codewords.&e optimal decoding rule then reads

x̂ML(y) = argmaxx,HxT=0T pY ! X(y % x)
= argmaxx,HxT=0T#d(x ,y)(1 " #)n#d(x ,y)= argminx,HxT=0T d(x , y)since # 4 1

2 = argminx,HxT=0Tw(x + y)= argmine+y,HeT=HyTw(e)e & x + y
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= argmine+y,HeT=sTw(e),sT & HyT

&e quantity sT & HyT is called the syndrome and it is known at the receiver. Con-
sider the following related decision problem.

P2=*C3D J: ML Decision Problem

I+)<5+63: A binary (n"k)MnmatrixH, a vector s $ {0, 1}n#k and an integer
w > 0.

Q;3)<(=+: Is there a vector e $ {0, 1}n of weight atmostw such thatHeT = sT?
Clearly, we can solve the abovemaximum likelihood decision problemonce we have
solved the associated maximum likelihood decoding problem: for a given s 0nd the
maximum likelihood estimate x̂ML and, therefore, the “error” vector e. By de0nition
this is the lowest weight vector which “explains” the data and therefore the max-
imum likelihood decision problem has an a:rmative answer for w 7 w(e) and
a negative answer otherwise. We conclude that the maximum likelihood decoding
problem is at least as “di:cult” as the above maximum likelihood decision problem.

In the theory of complexity a problem J is said to belong to the class P if it can
be solved by a deterministic Turing machine in polynomial time in the length of the
input. Instead of a Turing machine one may think of a programwritten in (let’s say)
C running on a standard computer, except that this computer has in0nite memory.
Simply speaking, these are problems for which e:cient algorithms are known: solv-
ing a system of linear equations and 0nding the minimum spanning tree or sorting
are well-known examples in this class. Unfortunately, many problems which occur
in practice appear not to belong to this class. A broader class is the class NP which
contains all problems which can be solved by a non-deterministic Turing machine
in polynomial time. A non-deterministic algorithm is one which, when confronted
with a choice between two alternatives, can create two copies of itself and simulta-
neously follow the consequences of both courses. For our discussion it su:ces to
know that all problems of the form “Does there exist a subset with a speci0c prop-
erty?”, assuming that this property is easily checked for any given subset, belongs to
the class NP. Of course, thismay lead to an exponentially growing number of copies.
&e algorithm is said to solve the given problem if any one of these copies produces
the correct answer. Clearly, we have P U NP and whether this inclusion is proper is
an important open problem. Not necessarily all problems in NP are equally hard.
Assume that a speci0c problem J in NP has the property that any problem in NP
can be reduced toJ in polynomial time.&en, ignoring polynomial factors, it is rea-
sonable to say that J is as hard as any problem in NP. We say that such a problem is
NP-complete. We now are faced with the following discouraging result.
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TA3=23D !.#%. &eML Decision Problem for the BSC is NP-complete.

Does this mean that we should throw in the towel and declare that the e:cient
transmission of information at low error probability is a hopeless task? Not at all.
First, the above result only says that for some codes the ML decoding problem is as
hard as any problem in the classNP and therefore that for those codes theMLdecod-
ing problem is unlikely to have an e:cient solution. All the transmission problem
requires is the existence of some codes which allow the transmission of information
close to capacity at low probability of error and which are e:ciently decodable. Fur-
thermore, as we saw already in the proof of the channel coding theorem, there exist
suboptimal decoders which are powerful enough for the task.

§!.8. R5<3, P2=*5*(C(<B, C=D1C3F(<B, 5+@ L3+G<A

&e most important parameters for the transmission problem are: rate, probabil-
ity of (block or bit) error, delay, and complexity (encoding and decoding). Delay is
not an easy quantity to work with. It is therefore customary to consider instead the
blocklength of the coding system. If you know already about convolutional codes
(see Section '.!) then you are aware that these two concepts are not necessarily the
same. &e situation gets even more complicated if we consider transmission over
channels with feedback. But in the context of block coding schemes over channels
without feedback (which is the focus of this book) we do not commit any funda-
mental error by equating the two.

Rate, probability of error, and blocklength are well-de0ned concepts. &e no-
tion of complexity on the other hand is somewhat fuzzy. As we have just discussed,
there is a fairly clean separation between polynomial and exponential complexity.
However, we typically discuss algorithms that have linear (in the blocklength) com-
plexity and we are concerned with the actual constants involved. &ese constants
of course depend on the technology we use to implement the system. In a hard-
ware realization we typically mean the number of gates necessary or the number of
connections required. If the system is implemented as a program, then we are con-
cerned about the number of operations and the amount of memory. It is therefore
only of limited value to give a formal de0nition of complexity and we are content
with a more engineering oriented notion.

For a 0xed channel, we want to transmit at large rates r with low probability
of error P using simple encoding and decoding algorithms and short codes (small
n). Clearly there are trade-o,s: by their very nature longer codes allowmore reliable
transmission than shorter ones (or transmission at higher rates), and in a similarway
more complex decoding algorithms (like, e.g. ML decoders) perform better than
sub-optimal but lower-complexity algorithms. We want to determine all achievable
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tuples
(r, P, *E , *D , n)

and their associated coding schemes, where *E and *D denote the encoding and
decoding complexity, respectively.&is is a tall order and we are currently far from
such a complete characterization.&e task becomes much simpler if we ignore one
of the quantities and investigate the trade-o,s between the remaining. Clearly, the
problem trivializes if we set no bounds on either the rate or the probability of error.
On the other hand the problem stays non-trivial if we allow unbounded complexity
or unbounded delay (unbounded blocklengths n).

A particularly useful transformation is to let & & 1 " r,C, so that r = (1 " &)C.
We call & themultiplicative gap# to capacity and we are interested in the region of
achievable tuples (&, P, *E , *D , n).

§!.8.!. U+*=;+@3@ C=D1C3F(<B

If we ignore the issue of complexity, we enter the realm of classical information the-
ory. We are interested in the behavior of the error probability as a function of the
blocklength n and the gap &.

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.40.00 r

0.05
0.10
0.15

E(r)

Figure !.#": Error exponent of block codes (solid line) and of convolutional codes
(dashed line) for the BSC(# V 0.11).
EF5D1C3 !.#8 (E22=2 EF1=+3+<) 4=2 BC=6? C=@3)). Consider transmission us-
ing a binary linear block code C[n, nr] (a code of length n and dimension nr) via a
discrete binary memoryless channel with capacity C, C > 0, using a MAP decoder.
Let PMAP

B (n, r) be the resulting block error probability for the optimal choice of the
code (theminimum of the error probability over all choices of the code with a given
rate). It is a celebrated result of information theory that PMAP

B (n, r) decreases expo-
nentially fast in the blocklength, i.e.,

(!.-$) e#n(E(r)+on(1)) 4 PMAP
B (n, r) 4 e#nE(r) .

# Not to be confused with the relative minimum distance.
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E(r) is called the error exponent. We have E(r) > 0 for all rates r in the range
r $ [0, C), where C is the (Shannon) capacity of the channel. For the BSC we de-
termined its capacity in Section !.'. (See Section 7.!.8 for the derivation of the ca-
pacity for more general channels.) Finally, on(1) denotes a quantity which tends to
zero as n tends to in0nity. Figure !.#" depicts the error exponent E(r) (solid line)
for the BSC(# V 0.11). &is error exponent is known exactly for r $ [rc , C], where
rc , 0 < rc < C, is called the critical rate. For rates r $ [0, rc), only a lower bound
on E(r) is known. At C the (le.) derivative of E(r) vanishes but the second (le.)
derivative is strictly positive, i.e., E(r) = (C" r)2)+O((C" r)3), where ) is strictly
positive.&erefore, if r(&) = (1"&)C, & $ [0, 1], then E(&) = &2C2)+O(&3). More
generally, for a “typical” discrete binary memoryless channels the error exponent as
a function of &, & $ [0, 1], has the form E(&) = &2C2) + O(&3), where ) is strictly
positive. We summarize: the error probability PMAP

b behaves roughly like e#n&2C2) ,
i.e., it decreases exponentially in n with an exponent which is proportional to &2.#
EF5D1C3 !.-! (E22=2 EF1=+3+<) 4=2 C=+E=C;<(=+5C C=@3)). Consider trans-
mission using a binary convolutional code (see Section '.!) of rate r and withmem-
ory m via a discrete binarymemoryless channelwith capacity C, C > 0, using aMAP
decoder. Let PMAP

b (m, r) be the resulting bit error probability for an optimal choice
of the code. In analogy to the case of block codes, PMAP

b (m, r) decreases exponen-
tially fast in m, i.e,

(!.-#) e#m
r (E(r)+om(1)) 4 PMAP

b (m, r) 4 e#m
r E(r) .

Similar to the block code case, this error exponent is known exactly for r $[Cc , C], where Cc , 0 < Cc < C, is called the critical rate. Figure !.#" depicts the
error exponent E(r) (dashed line) for the BSC(# V 0.11). For rates r $ [0, Cc) only
a lower bound on E(r) is known. As the main di,erence to the block code case,
for convolutional codes E(r) = (C" r)) +O((C" r)2), where ) is strictly positive.
&erefore, if r(&) = (1"&)C, then E(&) = &C)+O(&2). More generally, for any dis-
crete binary memoryless channel the error exponent as a function of &, & $ [0, 1], is
given by E(&) = &C)+O(&2), where ) is strictly positive. We summarize: the error
probability PMAP

B decreases exponentially inm but now the exponent is proportional
to &. #

§!.8.#. U+*=;+@3@D3C5B
For some applications fairly large blocklengths (delays) are perfectly acceptable.
&erefore it is worth to investigate the behavior of coding schemes if we li. the re-
striction on blocklengths and only focus on rate, probability of error, and complex-
ity. In the following we assume a somewhat naive computational model in which
in0nite precision arithmetic can be accomplished with unit cost.
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EF5D1C3 !.-- (C=D1C3F(<B =4 BC=6? C=@3)). Consider again transmission with
a binary linear code C[n, nr] via a discrete binary memoryless channel with capac-
ity C, C > 0, using a MAP decoder. Generically, the complexity of a MAP decoder,
measured per information bit, is equal to c

nr 2
nmin(r,1#r), where c is a constant de-

pending on the implementation. &is can be seen as follows: there are 2nr code-
words. One straightforward approach is to determine the a posteriori probability
for each of them given the observation and to choose the argument which maxi-
mizes this measure. Normalized per information bit, this gives rise to a complexity
of c

nr2
nr . On the other hand, as discussed in Problem !.!8, the MAP decoder can

also be based on the parity-check matrix of the code, and this gives rise to a com-
plexity of c

nr 2
n(1#r). An alternative genericMAP decoding scheme which also gives

rise to a complexity c
nr2

n(1#r) and which is based on the dual code is discussed in
Problem 7.7!. If in (!.-$) we 0x PB and solve for n as a function of & we get

n(&) = O( 1
&2
).

It follows that the decoding complexity *D(&) is exponential in 1,&2.&e encoding
complexity normalized per information bit is equal to *E(n, r) = cn, where c is
again a small constant. We conclude that

#*E(&) = c
&2C2)

.

EF5D1C3 !.-7 (C=D1C3F(<B =4 C=+E=C;<(=+5C C=@3)). Consider once more
transmission with a binary convolutional code via a discrete binary memoryless
channel with capacity C, C > 0, using a ML decoder. ML decoding of these codes
can be accomplished e:ciently by means of the so-called Viterbi algorithm and the
decoding complexity per information bit is equal to *D(r) = 1

r 2
m (see Section '.!).

By going through essentially the same steps as before, we see that the decoding com-
plexity grows exponentially in 1

& . &is is a large improvement compared to block
codes but still exponential in the inverse of the gap.

&e above argument might give rise to confusion. How can convolutional codes
be better than block codes? A.er all, we can always terminate a convolutional code
with negligible loss in rate and so construct an equivalent block code.&e answer is
that in our discussion of block codes we assumed a generic decoder which does not
exploit any structure whichmight be present in the block code. If a suitable structure
is present (as is the case for convolutional codes) we can do better. #

&ere are many ways of combining given codes to arrive at a new code (see
Problems !.# and !.-). A basic and fundamental such construction is the one of code
concatenation, an idea originally introduced by Forney. In this construction one
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uses an inner code to convert the very noisy bits arriving from the channel into fairly
reliable ones and then an outer code which “cleans up” any remaining errors in the
block. Such code constructions can substantially decrease the decoding complexity
viewed as a function of the blocklength n. But if we consider the decoding complex-
ity as a function of the gap to capacity &, it still increases exponentially in 1,&.

Another avenue for exploration is the 0eld of sub-optimal decoding algorithms.
Although up to this point we have tacitly assumed that we want to perform MAP
decoding, this is certainly not necessary as we can see from the proof of the channel
coding theorem which itself uses a sub-optimal decoder.

EF5D1C3 !.-9 (I<325<(E3 C=@(+G). Iterative coding is the focus of this book. Un-
fortunately the exact complexity versus performance trade-o, for iterative decoding
schemes is not known to date. In fact, it is not even known whether such schemes
are capable of achieving the capacity for a wide range of channels. It is conjectured
that

*D(&, p) = *E(&, p) = c
&
,

for some constant c which depends on the channel. To furnish a proof of the above
conjecture is without doubt the biggest open challenge in the realm of iterative de-
coding. According to this conjecture the complexity (per information bit) grows
linearly in the inverse to the gap as compared to exponentially.&is is themain mo-
tivation for studying iterative decoding schemes. #

§!.". F(2)< T=;2 =4 I<325<(E3 D36=@(+G
We have seen that iterative decoding holds the promise of approaching the capacity
with unprecedentedly low complexity. Before delving into the details (and possibly
getting lost therein) let us give a short overview of the most important components
and aspects. In all subsequent cases we opt for the simplest non-trivial scenario.
&ere will be plenty of opportunity for generalizations later.

&e 0rst important ingredient is to represent codes in a graphicalway. Consider
again the Hamming code CHam[7, 4, 3] given in terms of the parity-check matrix
shown on page !9. By de0nition, x = (x1,(, x7), x $ F7

2, is a codeword of CHam if
and only if

x1 + x2 + x4 + x5 = 0,
x1 + x3 + x4 + x6 = 0,
x2 + x3 + x4 + x7 = 0.

We associate with CHam[7, 4, 3] the following graphical representation. We rewrite
the three parity-check constraints in the form (recall that we work over F2 so that
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"x = x)
x1 + x2 + x4 = x5,(!.-')
x1 + x3 + x4 = x6,(!.-%)
x2 + x3 + x4 = x7.(!.-8)

&ink of x1, x2, x3, x4 as the four independent information bits and x5, x6, x7 as the
derived parity bits. Let us represent the constraints via a Venn diagram as shown in
Figure !.-". Each circle corresponds to one parity-check constraint – the number of
ones in each circle must be even.&e topmost circle corresponds to the constraint

x4
x2 x1

x3x7 x6

x5

Figure !.-":&e Venn diagram representation of C.

expressed in (!.-'). Consider 0rst the encoding operation. Assume we are given(x1, x2, x3, x4) = (0, 1, 0, 1). It is then easy to 0ll in themissing values for (x5, x6, x7)
by applying one parity-check constraint at a time as shown in Figure !.7$: from (!.-')
we deduce that x5 = 0, from (!.-%) it follows that x6 = 1, and (!.-8) shows that x7 = 0.
&e complete codeword is therefore (x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7) = (0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0).
Next, consider the decoding problem. Assume that transmission takes place over
the binary erasure channel (BEC) with parameter # (see page '" for more details on
this channel) and that the received message is (0, ?, ?, 1, 0, ?, 0). We want to recon-
struct the transmitted word. Figure !.7! shows how this can be done.&e decoding
proceeds in a fashion similar to the encoding – we check each constraint (circle) to
see if we can reconstruct a missing value from the values we already know. In the
0rst step we recover x2 = 1 using the constraint implied by the top circle. Next we
determine x3 = 0 by resolving the constraint given by the le. circle. Finally, using the
last constraint, we recover x6 = 1. Unfortunately this “local” decoder – discovering
one missing value at a time – does not always succeed. To see this, consider the case
when the received message is (?, ?, 0, ?, 0, 1, 0). A little thought (or an exhaustive
check) show(s) that there is a unique codeword in CHam, namely (0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0),
which is compatible with this message. But the local decoding algorithm fails. As
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x4=1
x2=1 x1=0

x3=0x7=? x6=?

x5=?

x4=1
x2=1 x1=0

x3=0x7=0 x6=1

x5=0

Figure !.7$:&e encoding corresponding to (x1, x2, x3, x4) = (0, 1, 0, 1).&e num-
ber of ones contained in each circle must be even. By applying one such constraint
at a time the initially unknown components x5, x6, and x7 can be determined.&e
resulting codeword is (x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7) = (0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0).

one can see in Figure !.7#, none of the three parity-check equations by themselves
can resolve any ambiguity.

In practice we encounter codes that have hundreds, thousands or even millions
of nodes. In this case the Venn diagram representation is no longer convenient and
we instead use the so-called Tanner graph description (see Sections #.# and -.-).&e
basic principle however stays the same. Encoding and decoding is accomplished
locally: speci0cally, we send messages along the edges of the Tanner graph which
represents the code and process these messages locally at each node.

We summarize: we have seen that we can represent codes in a graphical manner
and that we can use this graphical representation to perform both encoding and
decoding.&e two algorithms are very similar and they are local.&is local processing
on a graphical model is the main paradigm of iterative decoding. We have also seen
that sometimes the iterative decoder fails despite the fact that a unique decoding is
possible.

Figure !.7- shows the block erasure probability of a so called (3, 6)-regular low-
density parity-check code when transmission takes place over the binary erasure
channel under iterative decoding (see Chapter -). &e channel is characterized by
the parameter # which denotes the erasure probability of each transmitted bit.&is
plot is representative of the typical behavior. For increasing lengths the individ-
ual curves become steeper and steeper and they converge to a limiting asymptotic
curve. Of particular importance is the value #BP which marks the zero crossing of
this asymptotic curve. For the example given we have #BP V 0.4294. Its operational
meaning is the following: for su:ciently large blocklengths we can achieve arbitrar-
ily small probability of error if we transmit over this channel with channel parameter
strictly less than #BP (if the fraction of erased bits is strictly less than #BP); but if we
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x4=1
x2=? x1 =0

x3=?x7=0 x6=?

x5=0

x4=1
x2 =1 x1 =0

x3=?x7=0 x6=?

x5=0

x4=1
x2 =1 x1 =0

x3=0x7=0 x6=?

x5=0

x4=1
x2 =1 x1 =0

x3=0x7=0 x6=1

x5=0

Figure !.7!: &e decoding corresponding to the received message (0, ?, ?, 1, 0, ?, 0).
First we recover x2 = 1 using the constraint implied by the top circle. Next we de-
termine x3 = 0 by resolving the constraint given by the le. circle. Finally, using the
last constraint, we recover x6 = 1.

x4=?
x2=? x1=?

x3=0x7=0 x6=1

x5=0

Figure !.7#:&e decoding corresponding to the received message (?, ?, 0, ?, 0, 1, 0).
&e local decoding fails since none of the three parity-check equations by themselves
can resolve any ambiguity.
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Figure !.7-: ELDPC2nx3 , n2 x63 [PBP
B (G, #)] as a function of # for n = 2i , i $ [10].

choose the value of the channel parameter above #BP then the error probability is
bounded away from zero.&e value #BP acts therefore like a capacity for this partic-
ular coding scheme: it separates what is achievable from what is not.&e rate of the
code is one-half and that #BP V 0.4294 < 1

2 = #Sha, where #Sha denotes the Shannon
threshold (the threshold which is achievable with optimal codes and under optimal
decoding). &is indicates that even in the limit of in0nite block lengths we cannot
achieve capacity with this particular coding scheme.

Is this failure to reach capacity due to the code or due to the suboptimal nature
of the decoder? We will see that if our example code were decoded optimally the
threshold would be #MAP V 0.48815, which still falls somewhat short of the Shan-
non threshold, namely 0.5. We conclude that both code and decoding algorithm
are to blame. Why don’t we just use elements from Gallager’s parity-check ensem-
ble, whichwe know can achieve capacity?Unfortunately, iterative decoding does not
workwell on elements of this ensemble.&erefore, in constructing codes that are ca-
pable of approaching Shannon capacity under iterative decoding we have to worry
both about constructing good codes (which under optimal decoding could achieve
capacity), and also about the performance of the suboptimal decoder compared to
the optimal one.

Figure !.7- also gives insight into the %nite-length behavior. If we consider each
0nite-length curve, we see that it can be fairly cleanly separated into two regions –
the so called waterfall region in which the error probability falls o, sharply and the
error $oor region in which the curves are much more shallow. We will see that the
waterfall region is due to large decoding failures and that in this region the decay of
the error probability is exponential in the blocklength. On the other hand, the error
/oor is due to small failures and in this region the decay is only polynomial.

In Figure !.7- we did not plot the performance of a code but the average perfor-
mance of an ensemble. It is this ensemble approach which makes an analysis possi-
ble. What can we say about the performance of individual instances? For individual
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instances the contributions stemming from large failures are sharply concentrated
around this ensemble average. But the contributions due to small weaknesses in
the graph are no longer concentrated. In fact, in the limit of large blocklengths, the
distribution of these small weaknesses converges to a well-de0ned limit. &e code
design involves therefore two stages. First, we 0nd ensembles that exhibit a large
threshold (good behavior in the waterfall regime). Within this ensemble we then
0nd elements that have few small weaknesses and, therefore, low error /oors.

§!.!$. N=<5<(=+, C=+E3+<(=+), 5+@ S=D3 U)34;C F56<)
Large parts of this book should be accessible to a readerwith a standard background
in engineering mathematics but no prior background in coding. Some of the less
standard techniques that are useful for our investigation are summarized in the ap-
pendices.

A familiarity with some basic notions of information theory is helpful in places.
In fact not much is needed. We sometimes refer to the entropy of a random vari-
able X which we denote by H(X). Entropy is a measure of the “unpredictability”
of a random variable. &e smaller the entropy the easier it is to predict the out-
come of a random experiment. We use small letters for variables and capital letters
for random variables: we say that the random variable X takes on the value x. We
write densities as pX(x), and sometimes we use the shorthand p(x). In the case that
X is discrete with probability distribution pX(x), the entropy is de0ned as H(X) ="1x pX(x) log pX(x). If X has a density then the equivalent quantity is called di+er-
ential entropy and is de0ned in the natural way as h(X) = "Wx pX(x) log pX(x)dx.
Entropy and di,erential entropy share the basic properties mentioned below and
so we will not make any further notational distinctions and simply refer to entropy.
At a few places we invoke the so-called chain rule: if X and Y are random variables
then

H(X ,Y) = H(X) +H(Y %X),(!.77)

where H(Y %X) & 1x H(Y %X = x)pX(x) and where H(Y %X = x) is the entropy
of the random variable with probability distribution pY ! X(y % x), where x is 0xed.
&is chain rule is a direct consequence of pX ,Y(x , y) = pX(x)pY ! X(y % x) (see Prob-
lem !.#7).&e rule extends in the natural way to more than two random variables:
e.g., H(X ,Y , Z) = H(X) +H(Y %X) +H(Z %X ,Y).

For the relatively simple channels we are concerned with the Shannon capacity,
i.e., themaximal rate at which we can reliably transmit, is given by

C = max
pX(x) I(X;Y),(!.79)
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where X denotes the input of the channel and Y the output and where themutual
information I(X;Y) is equal to H(X) "H(X %Y) = H(Y) "H(Y %X).&e mutual
information I(X;Y) is a measure of how much information Y contains about X
(or vice versa). Problem !.#% re-derives the capacity of the BSC(#) from this general
formula.

A fundamental fact is that mutual information is non-negative, i.e., I(X;Y) 7 0
(see Problem !.#9). Using the representation I(X;Y) = H(X) " H(X %Y), we see
that conditioning does not increase entropy, i.e.,

H(X) 7 H(X %Y).(!.7')

We write

X E Y E Z(!.7%)

to indicate that the triple X, Y , and Z forms a Markov chain, i.e., to indicate that
pX ,Y ,Z(x , y, z) = pX(x)pY ! X(y % x)pZ !Y(z % y). In this case we have

pX ,Z !Y(x , z % y) = pX !Y(x % y)pZ ! X ,Y(z % x , y) = pX !Y(x % y)pZ !Y(z % y).
In words, if X E Y E Z then X and Z are independent given Y . Conversely,
pX ,Z !Y(x , z % y) = pX !Y(x % y)pZ !Y(z % y) implies that X E Y E Z. By symme-
try of this condition we see that X E Y E Z implies Z E Y E X. We get a Markov
chain in a natural way if, for a pair of random variables X and Y , we let Z = f (Y)
for some function f (!).

We make use of the data processing inequality which states that for any triple of
random variables X, Y and Z such that X E Y E Z,

H(X %Y) 4 H(X %Z).(!.78)

Equivalently, I(X;Y) 7 I(X; Z). &is is a natural statement: processing can never
increase the mutual information.

Given a channel pY ! X(y % x) and a function f (!), we say that Z & f (Y) is a su,-
cient statistic for X given Y if X E Z E Y , i.e., if X is independent of Y given Z (the
relationship X E Y E Z is always true if Z = f (Y) as we have just discussed). A
convenient necessary and su:cient condition that Z = f (Y) constitutes a su:cient
statistic is that pY ! X(y % x) can be written in the form a(x , z)b(y) for some suitable
functions a(!, !) and b(!) (see Problem !.#!). For us the two most important con-
sequences of knowing that Z = f (Y) is a su:cient statistic for X given Y are that
(i) the optimum decision on X can be based on Z alone, and that (ii) H(X %Y) =
H(X %Z). &e 0rst claim is a direct consequence of the fact that pY ! X(y % x) can
be written in the form a(x , z)b(y) and so the second term can be canceled in the
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MAP rule (see Section !.9). &e second claim follows from the data processing in-
equality since we know that in this case we have both X E Y E Z (which proves
H(X %Y) 4 H(X %Z)) but also X E Z E Y (which proves H(X %Z) 4 H(X %Y)).

It is helpful to know the Fano inequality: assume we want to estimate the ran-
dom variable X taking values in the 0nite alphabetX knowing the (correlated) ran-
dom variable Y . Let x̂(y) denote any estimation rule and let P{x̂(Y) ' X} denote
the resulting probability of error.&e Fano inequality asserts that (see Problem !.#')

h(P) + P log(%X % " 1) 7 H(X %Y),(!.7")

where h(x) & "x log x " (1 " x) log(1 " x) is the binary entropy function. For the
special case where X is a binary random variable the Fano inequality reads

h(P) 7 H(X %Y).(!.9$)

Random variables X which have a Gaussian distribution appear frequently. In
the Gaussian case we have pX(x) = 1/

2-.2
exp("(x " µ)2,(2.2)), where µ is the

mean of X, µ = E[X], and .2 is the variance of X, .2 = E[(X " µ)2]. We denote this
density byN(µ, .2).

If x is a real parameter taking values in [0, 1], e.g., a probability, we write x̄ for
1 " x. If n $ N then the set {1,(, n} is o.en abbreviated as [n].

Occasionally we want to bound the number of positive roots of a real valued
polynomial. Let p(x) & 1d

i=0 pixi be a real-valuedpolynomial of degree d. Consider
the associated piecewise linear function whose graph interpolates the points (i, pi),
i $ {0, . . . , d}. We say that p(x) has v sign changes if this associated function crosses
the x-axis v times.

EF5D1C3 !.9!. Consider the polynomial p(x) = 1+ x4"3.4x5+ x11.&e associated
piecewise linear graph passes the x-axis twice so that v = 2. #
TA3=23D !.9# (D3)652<3’) R;C3) =4 S(G+)). Let p(x) be a real-valued polynomial
with v sign changes and r positive real roots.&en r 4 v and v " r is even.
EF5D1C3 !.9-. Consider again the polynomial p(x) = 1 + x4 " 3.4x5 + x11. Since
v = 2 there exists either no positive root or there are exactly two. In fact, since
p(0) = 1 > 0, p(1) = "0.4 < 0, and p(2) = 1956.2 > 0 we know that there are
exactly two. A numerical calculation shows that the two roots are at x V 0.89144
and at x V 1.11519. #

We frequently need to refer to some basic relations and estimates of factorials
and binomials. We summarize them here for reference.

n! = X '
0

e#ssnds,(!.97)
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n! =C2-n(n,e)n(1 + O(1,n)),(!.99)
(n,e)n 4 n!,(!.9')

nk,k! e# k2
n 4 /n

k
0 4 nk,k!,(!.9%)

1
n + 12nh2(k"n) 4 /

n
k
0,(!.98)

m.
k=0
/n
k
0 4 2nh2(m"n) , m 4 n,2,(!.9")

/2nn 0 = 4n,
C
n-(1 " 1,(8n) + O(n#2)).(!.'$)

In general, we make no special distinction between scalars and vectors. In a few
places, where confusion might otherwise arise, we denote a vector as x. We assume
that vectors are row vectors. We sometimes write x j

i as a shorthand for the set of
elements xi , xi+1,(, xj . Given amatrixA and a suitable index set I , we letAI denote
the submatrix of A, restricted to the columns indexed by I . We use the abbreviation
iid to mean independent and identically distributed. If we deal with a set of (random)
variables X1,(, Xn it is o.en convenient to refer to all but one of them. In such a
case we write X4 j as a shorthand for X1,(, Xj#1 , Xj+1 ,(, Xn .

If f (x) is a convex-Y function (we write “convex-Y” for a concave function like
f (x) = log(x) and “convex-Z” for a convex function like x2) and pX(x) is a density
then Jensen’s inequality asserts that

X f (x)pX(x)dx 4 f @X xpX(x)dxA.(!.'!)

Given a polynomial p(x) (or a function which is analytic around zero) we write
coef{p(x), xk} to denote the coe:cient of xk in its Taylor series expansion: coef{(1+
x)n , xk} = 2nk3.

If n $ N we say that a function f (n) is O(g(n)) if there exists a constant c so
that % f (n)% 4 c%g(n)% for all su:ciently large n $ N. We say that f (n) is o(g(n)) if
limn&' f (n),g(n) = 0. Finally, we write f (n) = K(g(n)) if there exist two strictly
positive constants c$ and c$$ so that c$%g(n)% 4 % f (n)% 4 c$$%g(n)% for n su:ciently
large. If the underlying parameter n is not clear from context we explicitly denote it
by writing On(!), on(!), and Kn(!).

Unless speci0cally said otherwise, all performance plots are for ensemble aver-
ages and not for speci0c instances. Expectations are denoted as E[!]. &is makes
the plots reproducible. Of course, typically better performance can be achieved by
carefully selecting a speci0c instance from the ensemble.

We mark the end of a de0nition with5, the end of an example with#, and the
end of a proof with [.
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&eorems, lemmas, equations, 0gures, tables, etc. are labeled by one sequence of
consecutive numbers within a chapter.&is facilitates locating a referenced item.

Maybe slightly unusually, the main text does not contain pointers to the litera-
ture.&e typical lemma and theorem is a synthesis of either a sequence of papers or
has been discovered independently by several authors. Rather than interrupting the
/ow of ideas in themain text we have opted to collect a history of the developments
of the main results at the end of each chapter.

By now, the list of papers in the area of iterative decoding measures in the (tens
of) thousands.We have therefore not even attempted to give an exhaustive account
of references but to give a su:cient number of pointers to the existing literature so
that you can locate the relevant material quickly. We apologize to all authors whose
paperswe have not included in our list. For convenience of the readerwe have placed
a list of references at the end of each chapter. Each bibliographic entry is followed
by a list of numbers within square brackets which indicate the pages on which this
particular reference is cited.

&e order of the exercises roughly follows the order of the topics discussed in
the text.We have not ranked the exercises by di:culty.&ose exercises that you can
solve are easy, the other ones are hard.

N=<3)
Information theory and coding were born in Shannon’s paper “AMathematical&e-
ory of Communication” [9-]. It was in this paper that Shannon formulated the com-
munications problem as we have presented it in Section !.# and showed that the
transmission task can be broken down into a source coding and a channel coding
problem. Our exposition of Shannon’s channel coding theorem for the BSC closely
follows van Lint [98].

At around the same time, and working at the same location (Bell Labs), Ham-
ming constructed the 0rst class of error-correcting codes [-!]. Interestingly, Ham-
ming’s motivation was not Shannon’s promised capacity but the practical concern
of operating a “computing” machine consisting of many relays correctly, despite the
fact that every couple of million relay operations an error would occur. A large frac-
tion of the literature on coding for communications was therea.er concerned with
0nding dense packings of “Hamming”-spheres of radius half the minimum (Ham-
ming) distance.

To date there exists an extensive literature on bounds on weight distributions.
We refer the reader to the Handbook of Coding&eory [78] which contains several
survey articles. &e lower bound on the minimum distance which we discuss in
Problem !.!# is due to Gilbert [#"]. A similar bound was independently discovered
by Varshamov ['$]. Asymptotically these two bounds yield the same result, which
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is the statement discussed in Section !.7 and in Problem !.!7.&e upper bound on
theminimum distance stated in Section !.7 is due to Elias, who presented this result
in class lectures in the early sixties. &e bound was rediscovered by Bassalygo and
0rst appeared in print in [9]. A substantially tighter upper bound was derived by
McEliece, Rodemich, Rumsey, and Welch [77]. It is a tighter version of the linear
programming bound based on Delsarte’s association schemes [!#]. For a discussion of
theweight distribution of random codes (linear and nonlinear) see Barg and Forney
[-] and the references therein.

&e union bound on the performance of a code based on its weight distribution
presented in Problem !.#$ is the simplest of a large class of such bounds. A con-
siderably more sophisticated approach was discovered by Gallager in his thesis [#9].
Good starting points are the article and themonograph by Sason and Shamai [9#, 9$]
which discuss in depth the relationships between the numerous bounds proposed
to date and which contain an exhaustive list of references.

In !"%! Cook proved that any problem in NP can be reduced in deterministic
polynomial time to the satis%ability problem [!$]. Later, Karp showed that the sat-
is0ability problem can be reduced to many other problems in NP in deterministic
polynomial time. &e collection of all these problem is the class of NP-complete
problems. &e fact that the ML decision problem is NP-complete for binary linear
codeswas shown by Berlekamp,McEliece, and vanTilborg [%] by reducing the prob-
lem to three-dimensional matching. &e intractability of computing the minimum
distance was later shown by Vardy [9"]. &e classic reference relating to complexity
is the book by Garey and Johnson [#8]. For survey articles concerning complexity
issues in coding theory see Barg [#], Sudan [9'], Dumer, Micciancio, and Sudan
[!7] as well as Spielman [99].

Elias showed that linear codes achieve capacity for the BSC [!9]. A proof that
linear codes achieve capacity on any binary-input output-symmetric memoryless
channel can be found in Gallager [#%].

BCH codes were discovered by Bose and Ray-Chaudhuri ["] and independently
by Hocquenghem [-']. Reed-Solomon codes (see Problem !.8), which can be seen
as a special case of BCH codes, were proposed around the same time by Reed and
Solomon [7"].&ey are part of many standards and products. Fairly recently, there
have been exciting new developments concerning the decoding of Reed-Solomon
codes beyond theminimum distance.&is developmentwas initiated by Sudanwho
introduced his list decoding algorithm [9%] for Reed-Solomon codes.&is was then
quickly followed by an improved list decoding algorithm due to Guruswami and
Sudan [-$]. Further, it was shown by Kötter andVardy how to turn the list decoding
algorithm into a so.-decision decoding algorithm [-8].

Convolutional codes (Example !.-!) are due to Elias [!9]. &e theory of convo-
lutional codes was developed by Forney in the series of papers [#$, #!, ##]. Fur-
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ther excellent references on the theory of convolutional codes are the books by
Johannesson and Zigangirov [-%], Viterbi and Omura ['#], and the survey arti-
cle by McEliece, which is contained in the collection [78]. Sequential decoding was
invented by Wozencra. ['9] with important contributions due to Fano [!']. &e
Viterbi algorithm was originally introduced by Viterbi ['!] as a proof technique.
It was pointed out by Forney [!%] and later independently by Omura [79] that the
Viterbi algorithmwas optimal, i.e., that it accomplishedMAP decoding. Heller, who
at that time worked at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), was the 0rst to recognize
that the Viterbi algorithm was not only of theoretical interest but also immensely
practical [--, -7].&e classical reference is [#-].

Forney developed the theory of concatenated codes (see page #!) in his thesis
[!8, !"].

A simple derivation of the random coding exponent was given by Gallager in
[#'], extending Shannon’s random coding technique [9-]. Further bounds were de-
veloped by Shannon, Gallager, and Berlekamp [97]. &e equivalent statements for
convolutional codes were developed by Yudkin [''], Viterbi ['!], and Forney [#7].
&e currently best known bounds on the error exponent of block codes are due to
Barg and McGregor [7].

For a history of the development of iterative coding see the historical notes at
the end of Chapter 7. &e representation of Hamming codes via Venn diagrams is
due to McEliece [7-].

&e Descartes rule of signs can be found in [!-] and [-9, Chapter ']. &e idea
of performing bit MAP decoding of a block code via a trellis, as discussed in Prob-
lem !.!8, is due to Bahl, Cocke, Jelinek, and Raviv [!]. &e trellis is typically called
theWolf trellis ['7], in reference toWolf ’s work on the related block MAP decoding
problem (another name is syndrome trellis).&e MacWilliams identities, discussed
in Problem !.!", which give a beautiful connection between the weight distribution
of a code and its dual, were published by her in [7$].

&ere is a large list of excellent books on classical coding theory. Tomention just
a few of the most popular ones in alphabetic order: Berlekamp ['], Blahut [8], Lin
and Costello [-"], MacWilliams and Sloane [7!], McEliece [7#], Pless [7%], and van
Lint [98]. A list of survey articles was collected by Pless and Hu,man in [78]. For
books that focus exclusively on convolutional codes see Johannesson andZigangirov
[-%], Piret [7'] andViterbi andOmura ['#]. More recently, some books on iterative
decoding also have become available: Heegard andWicker [-#], Schlegel and Perez
[9!], andVucetic andYuan ['-]. Readers interested in information theory need look
no further than to Gallager [#%] or Cover and&omas [!!]. A further recommended
source which spans a wide range of topics is the book by MacKay.

Codes also play an important role in many areas of science. To name just a few:
in mathematics they give rise to dense point lattices and allow the construction of
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designs for use in statistics. In the area of computer science, public-key crypto sys-
tems may be based on codes, they are the crucial ingredient for some extractors
– generating many weakly random bits from a few truly random ones – and they
make e:cient hashing functions. Codes are helpful in minimizing the communi-
cation complexity and they can be used to turn worst-case hardness into average-
case hardness. In the area of communications, besides helping to combat the noise
introduced by the communication channel, codes can help to represent sources ef-
0ciently, to avoid large peak-to-average power ratios, or to minimize interference in
multi-user systems. Most of these areas are well outside the scope of this book.

P2=*C3D)
!.! (I++32 P2=@;6<). Let F be a 0eld and consider the vector space Fn , n $ N. For
u, v $ Fn de0ne the inner product of u and v by \u, v] & 1n

i=1 uivi , where all opera-
tions are performed in F. Show that this inner product has the following properties

!. \t + u, v] = \t, v] + \u, v], t,u, v $ Fn

#. \)u, v] = )\u, v], ) $ F, u, v $ Fn

-. \u, v] = \v ,u], u, v $ Fn

Unfortunately, \!, !] is not necessarily an inner product in the mathematical sense:
show that for F = F2, \u,u] = 0 does not imply u = 0 by exhibiting a counter ex-
ample. &erefore, Fn

2 , equipped with \!, !], is not an inner-product space. As a con-
sequence, if G is a generator matrix over F2 and H is a corresponding parity-check
matrix, then

^ G
H _

does not necessarily span the whole space Fn
2 – the row-space spanned by H is not

the orthogonal complement of the row-space spanned byG. Consider, e.g., the gen-
erator matrix

G = ^ 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1 _

and the associated code C(G). Determine C1. A code C such that C = C1 is called
self-dual.

!.# (EF<3+@(+G, P;+6<;2(+G, 5+@ SA=2<3+(+G). In this exercise we are con-
cerned with certain simple procedures which allow us to construct new codes from
given ones. Assume we have a code C(n,M , d) (not necessarily linear). If d is odd
then we can extend the code by appending to each codeword x = (x1,(xn) the
extra symbol xn+1 & "1n

i=1 xi .&e inverse operation, namely to delete a symbol, is
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called puncturing. Finally, consider any subset of codewords which have the same
last symbol. Keep only this subset and delete this common symbol. &is procedure
is called shortening. How do these procedures change the parameters of the code?
Under which of these operations do linear codes stay linear?

!.- (u + v C=+)<2;6<(=+). Assume we are given two binary codes C1(n,M1 , d1)
and C2(n,M2, d2). De0ne a new code C by

C & {(u,u + v)%u $ C1, v $ C2}.
Show that C is binary and has parameters C(2n,M1M2, d =min(2d1, d2)).
!.7 (P2=132 C=@3)). Let C be a proper (see De0nition !.#! on page !7) linear code
of length n over the 0eld F. Prove that for every position i, 1 4 i 4 n, and every 0eld
element ), ) $ F, the number of codewords that have an ) at position i is equal to%C%,%F %. What happens if the code is not proper?

!.9 (O+3 C, D5+B G). Show that a binary linear code C of length n and dimension
k has 22k23`k

i=1 22i " 13 distinct k M n generator matrices.

!.' (C=+E32)(=+ =4 G (+<= SB)<3D5<(6 F=2D). Let G be a k M n generator ma-
trix of rank k. Show that G can be brought into systematic form by elementary
row/column operations (i.e., permutations of rows/columns, multiplication of a row
by a non-zero element of F and addition of one row to another.) Prove that these
operations do not change the minimum distance of the code.

Hint: Show that G must contain a k M k rank- k submatrix, call it A, formed by
k columns of G. Multiply G from the le. by A#1 and perform column permutations
if necessary to bring the result into sytematic form.

!.% (C=+E32)(=+G 6 H). Show that if G is a generator matrix in systematic form,
G = (IkP), thenH = 2"PTIn#k3 is a corresponding parity-checkmatrix.&e parity-
check matrix of the [7, 4, 3] binary Hamming code given in (!.#9) has the form2"PTIn#k3. Use this fact to write down a corresponding generator matrix G.

!.8 (R33@-S=C=D=+ C=@3)). Reed-Solomon (RS) codes are one of themost widely
used codes today. In addition they possess several astounding properties (see e.g.,
Problem !.!$). Here is how they are de0ned.

Given a 0nite 0eld F, choose n and k such that n 4 %F % and 1 4 k 4 n. To con-
struct a Reed-Solomon (RS) code with parameters n and k over the 0eldF choose n
distinct elements from F, call them x0,(, xn#1. Let F[x] denote the ring of polyno-
mials with coe:cients in F, i.e., the set of polynomials in the indeterminate x with
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coe:cients in F and the standard addition andmultiplication of polynomials.&en
C is de0ned as

C & {(A(x0),(,A(xn#1)) 8 A(x) $ F[x] s.t. deg(A(x)) < k}.
In words, we consider the set of polynomials with coe:cients in F and degree at
most k " 1. Each such polynomial we evaluate at the n distinct points xi , 0 4 i < n,
and the result of these evaluations form the n components of a codeword.

Show that a RS code as de0ned above with parameters n and k over the 0eld F
has dimension k and minimum distance n " k + 1. We summarize the parameters
of such a code in the compact form [n, k, n " k + 1].

Hint: Over any 0eld F, a polynomial of degree d has at most d roots in F.&is
is called the fundamental theorem of algebra.

!." (S(+GC3<=+ B=;+@). Show that for any code C(n,M , d) over a 0eld F, d 4
n " log!F !(M) + 1. &is is called the Singleton bound. Codes which achieve this
bound are called maximum-distance separable (MDS).

Hint: Arrange theM codewords of length n in form of aMMnmatrix and delete
all but the 0rst alog!F !(M)b columns. Argue that theminimumdistance between the
resulting rows is at most one.

!.!$ (M5F(D;DD()<5+63 S31525*C3C=@3)). As discussed in Problem !.", a code
C which ful0lls the Singleton bound is called maximum distance separable (MDS).
Examples of such codes are repetition codes with parameters [n, 1, n] and Reed-
Solomon codes with parameters [n, k, n " k + 1]. Let C be an MDS code with pa-
rameters [n, k, d = n " k + 1]. Show that C has the following property. Any subset
of [n] of cardinality k is an information set. More precisely, for any such subset and
any choice of elements of F at these k positions there is exactly one codeword which
agrees with this choice.

Next let C be a binary linear code with parameters [n, k] and generator matrix
G. Assume that its dual, C1, is a MDS code (this dual has hence parameters [n, n "
k, k + 1]). Show that also in this case C has the property that any subset of [n] of
cardinality k is an information set.

!.!! (H5DD(+G B=;+@). Consider a code C(n,M , d) over a 0eld F. Prove that
M1( d"12 )i=0 2ni3(%F % " 1)i 4 %F %n.

Hint: Consider spheres of radius t & 9d#12 : centered around each codeword.
Note: A code C which ful0lls the Hamming bound with equality is said to be

perfect. It is easy to check that binary repetition codes of odd length are perfect
codes. Further we saw that all Hamming codes are perfect. Without proof we state
that the only other perfect multiple-error correcting codes are the [23, 12, 7] binary
Golay code and the [11, 6, 5] ternary Golay code.
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!.!# (G(C*32<-V52)A5D=E B=;+@). Show that for any d 4 n, n $ N, and any 0eld
F there exist codes C(n,M , d) over F with M 7 !F !n

5d"1
i=0 2ni3(!F !#1)i .

Hint: Consider spheres of radius d " 1 centered around each codeword.

!.!- (G233@BC=@3 S3526AACG=2(<AD). &eGilbert-Varshamovboundwhichwe
discussed in Problem !.!# gives rise to the following greedy code search algorithm.
Start by picking a point in Fn where the choice is made with uniform probability.
&e initial code C consists of this chosen codeword. At any following step in the
construction algorithm delete from Fn all codewords currently in C as well as all
points contained in spheres of radius (d " 1) around these codewords, where d is
the design distance. If the resulting set is non-empty pick another point and add it
to C, otherwise the algorithm terminates. Show that this algorithm results in a code
C(n,M , d) over F with minimum distance at least d and cardinality at least

cdddd%F %
n,2d#1.

i=0 /
n
i
0(%F % " 1)i3effff .

Note: Such a greedy algorithm does in general not result in a linear code. Sur-
prisingly, the bound is still true, and a slightlymodi0ed greedy algorithm still works,
if we restrict C to be linear. De0ne V(F, n, t) & 1t

i=0 2ni3(%F % " 1)i . Let C0 be the
trivial [n, 0, n] code consisting of the zero word only. In general assume that we
constructed already the linear [n, k,7 d] code Ck . Such a code contains M = qk
codewords. If qkV(F, n, d) 7 qn then we stop and output C. Otherwise proceed as
follows. Delete from Fn all codewords of Ck as well as all points contained in the
spheres of radius (d " 1) around these codewords. Since qkV(F, n, d " 1) < qn, the
resulting set is not empty. Pick any element from this set and call it gk+1. Let Ck+1
be the linear code resulting from joining gk+1 to a set of generators {g1,(, gk} for
Ck . We claim that Ck+1 has minimum distance at least d. Every element c$ in Ck+1
has a representation of the form c$ = agk+1 + c where a $ F and c $ Ck . If a = 0 then
w(c$) = w(c) 7 d by assumption that Ck is a [n, k,7 d] code. If on the other hand
a ' 0 then w(c$) = w(agk+1 + c) = w(gk+1 + a#1c) = d(gk+1,"a#1c) 7 d by our
choice of gk+1 and since by linearity "a#1c $ Ck .

!.!7 (A)BD1<=<(6 G(C*32<-V52)A5D=E B=;+@). Fix F = F2. Consider codes of
increasing blocklength n with 2(nr) codewords, where r, r $ (0, 1), is the rate. Let
d(C) denote theminimum distance of a code C and de0ne the normalized distance
& = d,n. Starting with the Gilbert-Varshamov bound discussed in Problem !.!#,
show that &%(r) as de0ned on page % ful0lls &%(r) 7 h#12 (1 " r).
!.!9 (P5(2>()3 I+@313+@3+63 4=2 G3+325<=2 E+)3D*C3). Let F = F2 and con-
sider the following slight generalization of Elias’ generator ensemble G(n, k), call
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it G̃(n, k). To sample from G̃(n, k) choose a random element C from G(n, k) and
a random translation vector c from Fn

2 . &e random sample C̃ is C̃ & C + c, i.e., a
translated version of the code C. Prove that in G̃(n, k) codewords have a uniform
distribution and that pairs of codewords are independent.More precisely, let )u[i]*i ,
where i ranges from 0 to 2k " 1, denote the set of binary k-tuples, ordered in some
0xed but arbitrary way. For G $ G(n, k) and c $ Fn

2 , let x[i](G , c) & c + u[i]G be
the i-th codeword. Prove that for j ' i, P)X[ j] %X[i] = x* is uniform, i.e., for any
v $ Fn

2 , P)X[ j] = v %X[i] = x* = 1
2n .

!.!' (M35+ 5+@ S36=+@M=D3+< 4=2 G(n, k)). Consider Elias’ generator ensem-
ble G(n, k), 0 < k 4 n, as described in De0nition ??. Recall that its design rate is
equal to r = k,n. For C $ G(n, k), let A(C ,w) denote the codewords in C of Ham-
ming weight w. Show that

EC[A(C ,w = 0)] = 1 + 2nr " 1
2n

& Ā(w = 0),
EC[A(C ,w)] = /nw0

2nr " 1
2n

& Ā(w),w 7 1,
EC[A2(C ,w)] = Ā(w) + (2nr " 1)(2nr " 2)

22n
/n
w
02,w 7 1,

EC[(A(C ,w) " Ā(w))2] = Ā(w) " 2nr " 1
22n

/n
w
02,w 7 1.

What is the expected number of distinct codewords in an element chosen uniformly
at random from G(n, k)?
!.!% (M35+ 5+@ S36=+@M=D3+< 4=2H(n, k)). Consider Gallager’s parity-check
ensembleH(n, k), 0 < k 4 n, as described in De0nition !.#'. Recall that its design
rate is equal to r = k,n. For C $H(n, k), let A(C ,w) denote the codewords in C of
Hamming weight w. Show that

A(C ,w = 0)] = 1,
EC[A(C ,w)] = /nw02#(n#k) & Ā(w), w 7 1,

EC[A2(C ,w)] = Ā(w) + /n
w
0//n

w
0 " 102#2n(1#r) , w 7 1.

EC[(A(C ,w) " Ā(w))2] = Ā(w) " /nw02#2n(1#r) , w 7 1.
What is the expected number of distinct codewords in an element chosen uniformly
at random fromH(n, k)?
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!.!8 (W=C4 T23CC() – B5AC, C=6?3, J3C(+3?, 5+@ R5E(E [!], W=C4 ['7]). &ere
is an important graphical representation of codes, called trellis. A trellis T = (V , E)
of rank n is a 0nite directed graph with vertex set V and edge set E. Each vertex is
assigned a “depth” in the range {0,(, n}, and each edge connects a vertex at depth
i to one at depth i + 1, for some i = 0, 1,(, n " 1.&e Wolf trellis for a binary linear
code C with (n " k) M n parity-check matrix H = (hT1 ,(, hTn ), where hTj is the jth
column of H, is de0ned as follows. At depth i, i = 0,(, n, the vertex set consists of
2n#k vertices which we identify with the set of binary (n " k)-tuples. A vertex v at
depth i is connected to a vertex u at depth (i+1)with label / $ {0, 1} if there exists
a codeword c = (c1,(, cn) $ C with ci+1 = / such that

v = i.
j=1 c jh j and u = i+1.

j=1 c jh j ,

where by convention10
j=1 c jh j = (0,(, 0).

Draw the Wolf trellis for the [7, 4, 3] Hamming code with parity-check matrix
given in (!.#9).&ere is a one-to-one correspondence between the labeled paths in
theWolf trellis and the codewords of C. Also, many codewords “share” edges and so
the total number of edges is, in general,much smaller than the number of codewords
times the length of the code. Hence, the Wolf trellis is a compact representation of
a code. Many important algorithms can be performed on the trellis of a code (e.g.,
decoding, determination of minimum distance etc.) We revisit this topic in Section
'.! when discussing convolutional codes.

!.!" (M56W(CC(5D) I@3+<(<(3) –M56W(CC(5D) [7$]). For linear codes there is a
simple relationship between the weight distribution of a code and the weight distri-
bution of its dual code. LetC be a binary linear [n, k] code. LetAi , i = 0,(, n, be the
number of codewords in C of weight i. Note that A0 = 1 and that %C% = 1n

i=0 Ai . We
call the collection {Ai}06i6n the weight distribution of the codeC.&eMacWilliams
identity states that

A1j = 1
%C%

n.
i=0AiPj(i), 0 4 j 4 n,

where Pj(i) = 1n
l=0("1)l2il32n#ij#l 3.

!. Prove that1n
i=0 Ai2 n#in#w3 = 1!E!=w %C(E)% for every 0 4 w 4 n. Here, E denotes

a subset of {1,(, n} and %E% = w denotes a subset of {1,(, n} of size w.
Finally, for a given E, C(E) denotes the subcode of C with zeros outside E.
More precisely,C(E) is the collection of those elements ofC which have non-
zero elements only within the coordinates indexed by E. Note that the zero
codeword is always in C(E) so that C(E) is not empty.
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#. Let HE denote the submatrix formed by the columns of H that are indexed
by E. Prove that C(E) is a binary linear code with dimension dim(C(E)) =
w " rank(HE).

-. Prove that w " rank(HE) = k " rank(GĒ) where Ē is the complement of E
within {1,(, n}. It can be noticed that this property is also the central element
used in&eorem -.%% (see Lemma -.%9).

7. Let {A1i }06i6n denote the weight distribution of the dual code C1. Prove that
n#u.
i=0 A

1
i /n " iu

0 = .!E!=n#u %C
1(E)%(!.'#)

= .!E!=n#u 2
n#u#rank(GE)(!.'-)

= 2n#k#u .!E!=n#u 2
u#rank(HĒ)(!.'7)

= 2n#k#u u.
i=0Ai/n " in " u0.(!.'9)

9. Use 1i("1) j#i2n# jn#i32 n#in#w3 = & j,w to prove A1j = 1!C! 1n
i=0 AiPj(i), 0 4 j 4

n, where Pj(i) = 1n
l=0("1)l2il32n#ij#l 3. Hint: You might have to consider the

generating function1n
i=0 Pj(i)xi = (1+ x)n#i(1" x)i and to expand it using

the form (1 " x)n(1 + 2x
1#x )n#i .

'. Use your result to calculate the weight distribution of the dual of the [7, 4, 3]
Hamming code.

!.#$ (U1132 B=;+@ O+ E22=2 P2=*5*(C(<B V(5 W3(GA< D()<2(*;<(=+). Con-
sider a linear binary code C of length n and dimension k. Let Aw denote the number
of words of weight w and let

A(D) & n.
w=0AwDw .

A(D) is called theweight enumerator of the code. Consider the parity-check ensem-
bleH(n, k).

Let x be a %xed binary word of length n. Argue that for a randomly chosen
element C $H(n, k)

P{x $ C} = ;<<=<<>
1, x = 0,
2#(n#k) , if no such x exists.
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Hint: What is the probability that x ful0lls one parity-check equation, i.e., that1 j Hi , jx j = 0 for some 0xed i?
Since H is random Aw is a random variable as well and we denote it by Aw(H).

Use the previous result and argue that every code in this ensemble contains the all-
zero word, in particular

Ā0 & E[A0(H)] = 1,
and that the expected number of codewords of weight w, w > 0, is given by

Āw & E[Aw(H)] = /nw02#(n#k) .
De0ne the average weight enumerator as

Ā(D) & n.
w=0 ĀwDw .

Using the above result on Āw and your mastery of formal power sums, write Ā(D)
in a compact form.

For a 0xed code C, we will now derive a simple upper bound on its block error
probability under ML decoding when transmitting over an additive white Gaussian
noise channel with noise variance .2. More precisely, assume that the input takes
values in {±1} and that to each component of the transmitted codeword an iid.
Gaussian randomvariable with variance .2 is added. LetY denote the receivedword
and let x̂ML(y) denote the ML decoding rule. Finally, let PB denote the resulting
probability of block error. Justify each step in the following sequence

PB = P{x̂ML(Y) ' 0 %X = 0} = P{x̂ML(Y) $ C g {0} %X = 0}
= P{ max

x*C7{0} p(Y % x) 7 p(Y %0) %X = 0}
4 .

x*C7{0}
P{p(Y % x) 7 p(Y %0) %X = 0}

= .
x*C7{0}

P{%x " Y %2 4 %Y %2 %X = 0} = .
x*C7{0}

Q
O
Q
F
w(x)
.
R
T

= n.
w=1AwQ ^

C
w
.
_ 4 1

2
n.

w=1Awe
# w

2.2

= 1
2
hA(e# 1

2.2 ) " A0i .
Collect all the previous results to conclude that the average block error probability
for our ensemble can be bounded by

E[PB(H)] 4 21 + e
# 1

2.2 3n " 1
2n#k+1 .
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!.#! (S;44(6(3+< S<5<()<(6). ) Consider transmission of X chosen with probability
pX(x) from some code C and letY denote the received observation. Further, let Z =
f (Y), where f (!) is a given function. Prove that Z constitutes a su:cient statistic
for X given Y if and only if pY ! X(y % x) can be brought into the form a(x , z)b(y)
for some suitable functions a(!, !) and b(!).
!.## (B=;+@ =+ B(+=D(5C)). Let 0 4 k 4 m and k,m $ N. Justify the following
steps.

1
2mk 3 =

k!
m(m " 1)((m " k + 1) =

k!
mk e

#5k"1
i=1 ln(1#i"m) 4 k!

mk e
k2"m .

!.#- (B=;+@ =+ S;D =4 B(+=D(5C)). Prove the upper bound stated in (!.9").
Hint: Consider the binomial identity1n

k=0 2nk3xk = (1+x)n with x = m,(n"m).
!.#7 (CA5(+ R;C3). Give a proof of the chain rule H(X ,Y) = H(X) +H(Y %X).

Hint: Write pX ,Y(x , y) as pX(x)pY ! X(y % x).
!.#9 (N=+-N3G5<(E(<B =4M;<;5C I+4=2D5<(=+). Prove that I(X;Y) 7 0.

Hint: Write I(X;Y) as "1x ,y pX ,Y(x , y) log pX(x)pY(y)
pX ,Y (x ,y) and apply the Jensen’s

inequality (!.'!).

!.#' (F5+= I+3H;5C(<B). Prove the Fano inequality (!.7").
Hint: De0ne the random variable E, E $ {0, 1}, which takes on the value 1 if

x̂(Y) ' X. ExpandH(E, X %Y) both asH(X %Y)+H(E %X ,Y) as well asH(E %Y)+
H(X %E,Y), equate the two terms, and bound H(E %X ,Y), H(E %Y), as well as
H(X %E,Y).
!.#% (TA3 C5156(<B =4 <A3 BSC R3@32(E3@). Start with (!.79) and show that the
capacity of the BSC(#) is equal to CBSC(#) = 1 " h2(#) bits per channel use. #
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Chapter #

FA C T O R G R A P H S

&is chapter is largely about the following question: how can we e:ciently compute
marginals of multivariate functions. A surprisingly large number of computational
problems can be phrased in this way. &e decoding problem, which is the focus of
this book, is an important particular case.

§#.!. D()<2(*;<(E3 L5>
Let F be a 0eld (think of F = R) and let a, b, c $ F.&e distributive law states that

(#.!) ab + ac = a(b + c).
&is simple law, properly applied, can signi0cantly reduce computational complex-
ity: consider e.g. the evaluation of1i , j aib j as (1i ai)(1 j b j). Factor graphs provide
an appropriate framework to systematically take advantage of the distributive law.

Let’s start with an example. Consider a function f with factorization

(#.#) f (x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6) = f1(x1, x2, x3) f2(x1, x4, x6) f3(x4) f4(x4, x5).
We are interested in themarginal of f with respect to x1. With some abuse of nota-
tion, we denote this marginal by f (x1),

f (x1) & .
x2 ,x3 ,x4 ,x5 ,x6

f (x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6) =.4x1 f (x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6).
In the previous line we introduced the notation14... to denote a summation over all
variables contained in the expression except the ones listed.&is conventionwill save
us from a /ood of notation. Assume that all variables take values in a 0nite alphabet,
call it X . Determining f (x1) for all values of x1 by brute force requires K 2%X %63
operations, where we assume a somewhat naive computational model in which all
operations (addition, multiplication, function evaluations, ...) have constant cost.
But we can do better: taking advantage of the factorization, we can rewrite f (x1) as

f (x1) = h .
x2 ,x3

f1(x1, x2, x3)ih .
x4 ,x6

f2(x1, x4, x6) f3(x4).
x5

f4(x4, x5)i.
Fix x1.&e evaluation of the 0rst factor can be accomplished with K 2%X %23 opera-
tions.&e second factor dependsonly on x4, x5 and x6. It can be evaluated e:ciently
in the following manner. For each value of x4, determine 1x5 f4(x4, x5) and store

7%
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the result. &is has computational complexity K 2%X %23 and requires K (%X %) stor-
age. Now multiply by f2(x1, x4, x6) f3(x4) and sum over x4 and x6. &erefore, the
evaluation of the second factor requires K 2%X %23 operations as well. Since there are%X % values for x1, the overall task has complexity K 2%X %33. &is compares very fa-
vorably to K 2%X %63, the complexity of the brute force approach.

§#.#. G251A(65C R3123)3+<5<(=+ =4 F56<=2(M5<(=+)

Consider a function and its factorization. (As a running example we will use the
function and factorization given in (#.#).) Associate with this factorization a factor
graph as follows. For each variable draw a variable node (circle) and for each factor
draw a factor node (square). Connect a variable node to a factor node by an edge if
and only if the corresponding variable appears in this factor.&e resulting graph for
our running example is shown on the le. of Figure #.-.&e factor graph is bipartite.
&is means that the set of vertices is partitioned into two groups (the set of nodes
corresponding to variables and the set of nodes corresponding to factors) and that
an edge always connects a variable node to a factor node. For our particular example
the factor graph is a (bipartite) tree.&is means that there are no cycles in the graph,
i.e., there is one and only one path between each pair of nodes. As we will show in

x2 x3 x4 x6

f3 f4

x5

f1 f2

x1

x1
x2
x3
x4
x5
x6
x7

{x1+x2+x4=0}

{x3+x4+x6=0}

{x4+x5+x7=0}

Figure #.-: Le.: Factor graph of f given in (#.#). Right: Factor graph for the code
membership function de0ned in Example #.7.

the next section, in this important special case there is a simple message-passing al-
gorithm for computing marginals e:ciently.&is remains true in the slightly more
general scenario where the factor graph forms a forest, i.e., the factor graph is dis-
connected and it is composed of a collection of trees. In order to keep things simple
we will assume a single tree and ignore this straightforward generalization.

EF5D1C3 #.7 (S136(5C C5)3: T5++32 G251A). Consider the binary linear code
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C(H) de0ned! by the parity-check matrix

H =
x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7OPQ
1
0
0

1
0
0

0
1
0

1
1
1

0
0
1

0
1
0

0
0
1

RST
.

Let F2 denote the binary 0eld with elements {0, 1}.&e function f (x1,(, x7), tak-
ing inputs in F7

2,

f (x1,(, x7) &
;<<=<<>
1, if HxT = 0T ,
0, otherwise,

where x = (x1,(, x7), is the indicator function of {x $ C(H)} (code membership
function). We can factor f as

f (x1, . . . , x7) = {x1+x2+x4=0} {x3+x4+x6=0} {x4+x5+x7=0}.
&e symbol {8} denotes an indicator function. It is 1 if the condition inside the
braces is ful0lled and 0 otherwise.&e corresponding factor graph is shown on the
right in Figure #.-.&e factor graph for the function f , deciding code membership
in the code C(H), is called the Tanner graph of H. We will have much more to say
about it in Section -.-. #

It is hopefully clear at this point that any (binary) linear block code has a Tanner
graph representation. But more is true: e.g., if you are familiar with convolutional
codes take a peak at Figure '.9. It represents a convolutional code in terms of a factor
graph.&roughout the rest of this book we will encounter factor graphs for a wide
range of codes and a wide range of applications.

§#.-. R36;2)(E3 D3<32D(+5<(=+ =4M52G(+5C)
Consider the factorization of a generic function g and assume that the associated
factor graph is a tree (by de0nition it is always bipartite). Assume we are interested
in the marginalization of g with respect to the variable z, i.e., we are interested in
g(z) & 14z g(z, . . . ). Since by assumption the factor graph of g is a bipartite tree, g
has a generic factorization of the form

g(z, . . . ) = Kj
k=1
[gk(z, . . . )]

!To be precise, we mean here the code C whose parity-check matrix is H not the dual code.
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for some integer K with the following crucial property: z appears in each of the
factors gk , but all other variables appear in only one factor. For our running example
this is the factorization

f (x1, . . . ) = [ f1(x1, x2, x3)] [ f2(x1, x4, x6) f3(x4) f4(x4, x5)] ,
so that K = 2.&e generic factorization and the particular instance for our running
example f are shown in Figure #.9. Taking into account that the individual factors

z
g

x1

f1 f2

x2 x3 x4 x6

f3 f4

x5

f

[g1] [gk] [gK] [ f1]

[ f2 f3 f4]
Figure #.9: Generic factorization and the particular instance.

gk(z, . . . ) only share the variable z, an application of the distributive law leads to

.4z g(z, . . . ) =.4z
Kj
k=1
[gk(z, . . . )]

kllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllmlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllln
marginal of product

= Kj
k=1
h.4z gk(z, . . . )iklllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllmlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllln

product of marginals

.(#.')

In words, the marginal 14z g(z, . . . ) is the product of the individual marginals14z gk(z, . . . ). In terms of our running example we have

f (x1) = h.4x1 f1(x1, x2, x3)ih.4x1 f2(x1, x4, x6) f3(x4) f4(x4, x5)i.
&is single application of the distributive law leads, in general, to a non-negligible
reduction in complexity. But we can go further and apply the same idea recursively
to each of the terms gk(z, . . . ).

In general, each gk is itself a product of factors. In Figure #.9 these are the factors
of g that are grouped together in one of the ellipsoids. Since the factor graph is a
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bipartite tree, gk must in turn have a generic factorization of the form

gk(z, . . . ) = h(z, z1, . . . , zJ)klllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllmlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllln
kernel

Jj
j=1 Jhj(z j , . . . )Kkllllllllllllllllllllllllllmlllllllllllllllllllllllllln

factors

,

where z appears only in the “kernel” h(z, z1, . . . , zJ) and each of the z j appears at
most twice, possibly in the kernel and in at most one of the factors hj(z j , . . . ). All
other variables are again unique to a single factor. For our running example we have
for [ f2 f3 f4]

f2(x1, x4, x6) f3(x4) f4(x4, x5) = f2(x1, x4, x6)kllllllllllllllllllllllllllllmlllllllllllllllllllllllllllln
kernel

[ f3(x4) f4(x4, x5)]klllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllmllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllln
x4

[1]o
x6

.

&e generic factorization and the particular instance for our running example f are
shown in Figure #.%. Another application of the distributive law gives

z

kernel h

z1 z j zJ

[h1] [hj] [hJ] f3
f4

x5

x1

f2kernel

x4 x6

[ f3 f4]

[1]

[ f2 f3 f4][gk]
Figure #.%: Generic factorization of gk and the particular instance.

.4z gk(z, . . . ) =.4z h(z, z1, . . . , zJ)
Jj
j=1 Jhj(z j , . . . )K

=.4z h(z, z1, . . . , zJ)
Jj
j=1h.4z j h j(z j , . . . )i
klllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllmlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllln
product of marginals

.(#.8)

In words, the desired marginal 14z gk(z, . . . ) can be computed by multiplying the
kernel h(z, z1, . . . , zJ) with the individual marginals14z j h j(z j , . . . ) and summing
out all remaining variables other than z.
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We are back to where we started. Each factor hj(z j , . . . ) has the same generic
form as the original function g(z, . . . ), so that we can continue to break down the
marginalization task into smaller pieces. &is recursive process continues until we
have reached the leaves of the tree. &e calculation of the marginal then follows
the resursive splitting in reverse. In general nodes in the graph compute marginals,
which are functions over X and pass these on to the next level. In the next section
we will elaborate on this method of computation, known as message-passing: the
marginal functions are messages. &e message combining rules at function nodes
is explicit in (#.8). A variable node simply performs pointwise multiplication. Let
us consider the initialization of the process. At the leaf nodes the task is simple.
A function leaf node has the generic form gk(z), so that 14z gk(z) = gk(z): this
means that the initial message sent by a function leaf node is the function itself. To
0nd out the correct initialization at a variable leaf node consider the simple exam-
ple of computing f (x1) = 14x1 f (x1, x2). Here, x2 is the variable leaf node. By the
message-passing rule (#.8) the marginal f (x1) is equal to 14x1 f (x1, x2) ! µ(x2),
where µ(x2) is the initial message that we send from the leaf variable node x2 to-
wards the kernel f (x1, x2). We see that in order to get the correct result this initial
message should be the constant function 1.

§#.7. E44(6(3+<M52G(+5C(M5<(=+ V(5M3))5G3 P5))(+G
In the previous section we have seen that, in the case where the factor graph is a tree,
the marginalization problem can be broken down into smaller and smaller tasks
according to the structure of the tree.

&is gives rise to the following e:cient message-passing algorithm. &e algo-
rithm proceeds by sending messages along the edges of the tree. Messages are func-
tions on X , or, equivalently, vectors of length %X %. &e messages signify marginals
of parts of the function and these parts are combined to form the marginal of the
whole function. Message-passing originates at the leaf nodes. Messages are passed
up the tree and as soon as a node has received messages from all its children, the
incoming messages are processed and the result is passed up to the parent node.

EF5D1C3 #." (M3))5G3-P5))(+G ACG=2(<AD 4=2 <A3 R;++(+G EF5D1C3). Con-
sider this procedure in detail for the case of our running example as shown in Fig-
ure #.!$.&e top le.-most 0gure shows the factor graph. Message-passing starts at
the leaf nodes as shown in the middle 0gure on the top.&e variable leaf nodes x2,
x3, x5 and x6 send the constant function 1 as discussed at the end of the previous
section. &e factor leaf node f3 sends the function f3 up to its parent node. In the
next time step the factor node f1 has received messages from both its children and
can therefore proceed. According to (#.8), themessage it sends up to its parent node
x1 is the product of the incoming messages times the “kernel” f1, a.er summing
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out all variable nodes except x1, i.e., the message is14x1 f1(x1, x2, x3). In the same
manner factor node f4 forwards to its parent node x4 the message14x4 f4(x4, x5).
&is is shown in the right-most 0gure in the top row. Now variable node x4 has re-
ceived messages from all its children. It forwards to its parent node f2 the product
of its incoming messages, in agreement with (#.'), which says that themarginal of a
product is the product of the marginals.&is message, which is a function of x4, is
f3(x4)14x4 f (x4, x5) = 14x4 f3(x4) f4(x4, x5). Next, function node f2 can forward
its message, and, 0nally, themarginalization is achieved bymultiplying all incoming
messages at the root node x1. #

x2 x3 x4 x6

f3 f4

x5

f1 f2

x1

x2 x3 x4 x6

f3 f4

x5

f1 f2

x1

1 1

f3

1

1
x2 x3 x4 x6

f3 f4

x5

f1 f2

x1

1 1

f3 !#x4 f4
1

1

!#x1 f1

x2 x3 x4 x6

f3 f4

x5

f1 f2

x1

1 1

f3 !#x4 f4
1

1

!#x1 f1

!#x4 f3 f4
x2 x3 x4 x6

f3 f4

x5

f1 f2

x1

1 1

f3 !#x4 f4
1

1

!#x1 f1

!#x4 f3 f4

!#x1 f2 f3 f4

x2 x3 x4 x6

f3 f4

x5

f1 f2

x1

1 1

f3 !#x4 f4
1

1

!#x1 f1

!#x4 f3 f4

!#x1 f2 f3 f4
!#x1 f1 f2 f3 f4

Figure #.!$: Marginalization of function f via message passing. Message passing
starts at the leaf nodes. A node which has received messages from all its children
processes the messages and forwards the result to its parent node. Bold edges indi-
cate edges along which messages have already been sent.

Before stating the message-passing rules formally, there is one important gen-
eralization which we must make. Whereas so far we have considered the marginal-
ization of a function f with respect to a single variable x1 we are actually interested
in marginalizing for all variables. We have seen that a single marginalization can
be performed e:ciently if the factor graph of f is a tree, and that the complexity of
the computation essentially depends on the largest degree of the factor graph and
the size of the underlying alphabet. Consider now the problem of computing all
marginals. We can draw for each variable a tree rooted in this variable and execute
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the single marginal message-passing algorithm on each rooted tree. It is easy to see,
however, that the algorithm does not depend on which node is the root of the tree
and that in fact all the computations can be performed simultaneously on a single
tree. Simply start at all leaf nodes and for every edge compute the outgoing message
along this edge as soon as you have received the incoming messages along all other
edges that connect to the given node. Continue in this fashion until a message has
been sent in both directions along every edge. &is computes all marginals so it is
more complex than computing a single marginal but only by a factor roughly equal
to the average degree of the nodes. We now summarize the set of message-passing
rules.

Messages, which we denote by µ, are functions on X . Message passing starts at
leaf nodes. Consider a node and one of its adjacent edges, call it e. As soon as the
incoming messages to the node along all other adjacent edges have been received
these messages are processed and the result is sent out along e. &is process con-
tinues until messages along all edges in the tree have been processed. In the 0nal
step the marginals are computed by combining all messages which enter a partic-
ular variable node. &e initial conditions and processing rules are summarized in
Figure #.!!. Since themessages represent probabilities or beliefs the algorithm is also
known as the belief propagation (BP) algorithm. From now on we will mostly refer
to it under this name.

§#.9. D36=@(+G E(5M3))5G3 P5))(+G
§#.9.!. B(<>()3MAP D36=@(+G

Assume we transmit over a binary-input (Xi $ {±1}) memoryless (pY ! X(y % x) =`n
i=1 pYi ! Xi (yi % xi)) channel using a linear code C(H) de0ned by its parity-check

matrixH and assume that codewords are chosen uniformly at random.&e rule for
the bitwiseMAP decoder reads:

x̂MAP
i (y) = argmaxxi*{±1}pXi !Y(xi % y)

= argmaxxi*{±1}.4xi pX !Y(x % y)(law of total probability)

= argmaxxi*{±1}.4xi pY ! X(y % x)pX(x)(Bayes)

= argmaxxi*{±1}.4xi^jj pYj ! Xj(y j % xj)_ {x*C},(#.!#)

where in the last step we have used the fact that the channel is memoryless and that
codewords have uniform prior. In the above formulation we consider y as a constant
(since it is given to the decoding algorithm as an input).&erefore, we write14xi to
indicate a summation over all components of x except xi .
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f

x
µ(x) = f (x) initialization at

leaf nodes x

f
µ(x) = 1

f

x

variable/function
node processing

µ(x) =`K
k=1 µk(x)

µ1 µk µK
f1

fk
fK

x

f

µ(x) =1!x f (x , x1 ,(, xJ)`J
j=1 µj(x j)

µ1 µj µJ
x1

x j
xJ

xmarginalization `K+1
k=1 µk(x)

µ1 µk µK
f1

fk
fK

fK+1
µK+1

Figure #.!!: Message-passing rules.&e top row shows the initialization of the mes-
sages at the leaf nodes. &e middle row corresponds to the processing rules at
the variable and function nodes, respectively. &e bottom row explains the 0nal
marginalization step.

Assume that the code membership function {x*C} has a factorized form. From
(#.!#) it is then clear that the bitwise decoding problem is equivalent to calculating
the marginal of a factorized function and choosing the value which maximizes this
marginal.

EF5D1C3 #.!- (B(<>()3MAPD36=@(+G). Consider the parity-check matrix given
in Example #.7. In this case argmaxxi*{±1}pXi !Y(xi % y) can be factorized as

argmaxxi*{±1}.4xi^
7j
j=1 pYi ! Xj(y j % xj)_ {x1+x2+x4=0} {x3+x4+x6=0} {x4+x5+x7=0}.

&e corresponding factor graph is shown in Figure. #.!7. &is graph includes the
Tanner graph of H, but in addition also contains the factor nodes which represent
the e,ect of the channel. For this particular case the resulting graph is a tree.We can
therefore apply the message-passing algorithm to this example in order to perform
bit MAP decoding. #
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p(y1 % x1)p(y2 % x2)p(y3 % x3)p(y4 % x4)p(y5 % x5)p(y6 % x6)p(y7 % x7)

{x1+x2+x4=0}

{x3+x4+x6=0}

{x4+x5+x7=0}

Figure #.!7:&e factor graph for the MAP decoding of our running example.

§#.9.#. S(D1C(4(65<(=+ =4M3))5G3-P5))(+G R;C3) 4=2 B(<>()3MAP
D36=@(+G

In the binary case a message µ(x) can be thought of as a real-valued vector of
length two, (µ(1), µ("1)) (here we think of the bit values as {±1}).&e initial such
message emitted by variable leaf node i is (pYi ! Xi (yi %1), pYi ! Xi(yi % " 1)) (see Fig-
ure #.!7). Recall that at a variable node of degree (K + 1) the message-passing rule
calls for a pointwise multiplication,

µ(1) = Kj
k=1

µk(1), µ("1) = Kj
k=1

µk("1).
Introduce the ratio rk & µk(1),µk("1). &e initial such ratios are the likelihood
ratios associated with the channel observations. We have

r = µ(1)
µ("1) = `

K
k=1 µk(1)`K
k=1 µk("1) =

Kj
k=1

rk ,

i.e., the ratio of the outgoing message at a variable node is the product of the incom-
ing ratios. If we de0ne the log-likelihood ratios lk = ln(rk), then the processing rule
reads l = 1K

k=1 lk .
Consider now the ratio of an outgoingmessage at a check nodewhich has degree(J + 1). For a check node the associated “kernel” is

f (x , x1, . . . , xJ) = {9J
j=1 x j=x}.

Since in the current context we assume that the xi take values in {±1} (and not F2)
we wrote`J

j=1 xj = x (instead of1J
j=1 xj = x). We therefore have

r = µ(1)
µ("1) =

14x f (1, x1, . . . , xJ)`J
j=1 µj(xj)

14x f ("1, x1, . . . , xJ)`J
j=1 µj(xj)

= 1x1 ,...,xJ ,9J
j=1 x j=1`J

j=1 µj(xj)
1x1 ,...xJ ,9J

j=1 x j=#1`J
j=1 µj(xj) =

1x1 ,...,xJ ,9J
j=1 x j=1`J

j=1 µ j(x j)
µ j(#1)

1x1 ,...,xJ ,9J
j=1 x j=#1`J

j=1 µ j(x j)
µ j(#1)
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= 1x1 ,...,xJ ,9J
j=1 x j=1`J

j=1 r(1+x j)"2
j

1x1 ,...,xJ ,9J
j=1 x j=#1`J

j=1 r(1+x j)"2
j

= `
J
j=1(r j + 1) +`J

j=1(r j " 1)
`J

j=1(r j + 1) "`J
j=1(r j " 1) .(#.!9)

&e last step warrants some remarks. If we expand out `J
j=1(r j + 1), then we get

the sum of all products of the individual terms r j, j = 1,(, J. E.g.,`3
j=1(r j + 1) =

1 + r1 + r2 + r3 + r1r2 + r1r3 + r2r3 + r1r2r3. Similarly,`J
j=1(r j " 1) is the sum of all

products of the individual terms r j, where all products consisting of d terms such
that J " d is odd have a negative sign. E.g., we have`3

j=1(r j " 1) = "1+ r1+ r2+ r3"
r1r2 " r1r3 " r2r3 + r1r2r3. From this follows that

Jj
j=1(r j + 1) +

Jj
j=1(r j " 1) = 2 .

x1 ,...,xJ ,9J
j=1 x j=1

Jj
j=1 r

(1+x j)"2
j .

Applying the analogous reasoning to the denominator, the equality follows. If we
divide both numerator and denominator by`J

j=1(r j+1), we see that (#.!9) is equiv-
alent to the statement r = 1+9 j

r j"1
r j+1

1#9 j
r j"1
r j+1

, which in turn implies r#1
r+1 = ` j

r j#1
r j+1 . From

r = el we see that r#1
r+1 = tanh(l,2). Combining theses two statements we have

tanh(l,2) = r#1
r+1 =`J

j=1 r j#1
r j+1 =`J

j=1 tanh(l j,2), so that
(#.!') l = 2 tanh#1^ Jj

j=1 tanh(l j,2)_.
We summarize: in the case of transmission over a binary channel the messages can
be compressed to a single real quantity. In particular, if we choose this quantity to be
the log-likelihood ratio (log of the ratio of the two likelihoods) then the processing
rules take on a particularly simple form: at variables nodes messages add, and at
check nodes the processing rule is stated in (#.!').

§#.9.-. F=2+3B-S<BC3 F56<=2 G251A)
Factor graphs (FG) represent one particular language to formulate the relationship
between a function and its local components. One popular alternative is the repre-
sentation in terms of Forney-style factor graphs (FSFG).&ese graphs are sometimes
also called normal graphs.

Consider the FG shown in the le. hand side of Figure #.!%. Note that each vari-
able node has degree one or two. We can therefore convert the bipartite graph into
a regular (in the sense of not bipartite) graph by representing variable nodes as
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x4
x3
x2
x1

x4
x3
x2 x1

Figure #.!%: Le.: A standard FG in which each variable node has degree at most two.
Right:&e equivalent FSFG.&e variables in the FSFG are associated with the edges
in the FG.

(half)edges. &e result is shown on the right hand side of Figure #.!%. &is is the
FSFG representation. In general, a variable nodemight have degree larger than two.
In this case it is easy to replicate such a variable node a su:cient number of times
by an equality factor as shown in Figure #.!8.&e le. side shows a variable node of
degree K + 1.&e right side shows the representation as an FSFG.&e K additional
variables x1,(, xK are enforced to be equal to the original variable x by an “equality
factor”, i.e., x = x1 = ( = xK . Figure #.!" compares the standard FG for the MAP

xK
x1 xk xK"1

=
x

Figure #.!8: Representation of a variable node of degree K as a FG (le.) and the
equivalent representation as an FSFG (right).

decoding problem of our running example with the corresponding FSFG.

p(y1 " x1)p(y2 " x2)p(y3 " x3)p(y4 " x4)p(y5 " x5)p(y6 " x6)p(y7 " x7)

{x1+x2+x4=0}

{x3+x4+x6=0}

{x4+x5+x7=0}

p(y1 " x1)p(y2 " x2)p(y3 " x3)p(y4 " x4)p(y5 " x5)p(y6 " x6)p(y7 " x7)

{x1+x2+x4=0}

{x3+x4+x6=0}

{x4+x5+x7=0}

=

Figure #.!": &e standard FG and the corresponding FSFG for the MAP decoding
problem of our running example.

&e relationship between the standard FG and the FSFG is straightforward and
little e,ort is required to move from one representation to the other.&e message-
passing rules carry over verbatim. In fact, in the setting of FSFGs we only need the
factor node processing rule: for a generic node of degree (J + 1), the outgoing mes-
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sage along edge x is

µ(x) =.4x f (x , x1,(, xJ) Jj
j=1 µj(xj).(#.#$)

Recall that variables in the FSFG are represented by edges. Some thought shows that
in order to compute the 0nal marginalization with respect to a certain variable, we
need to multiply the two messages that /ow along the corresponding edge.

FSFGs have fewer nodes and are therefore typically simpler. Note that “internal”
edges represent internal or “state” variables, whereas “half-edges” (like the bottom
edge on the right of Figure #.!%) represent external variables which can be connected
to other systems on graphs.

§#.9.7. G3+325C(M5<(=+ <= C=DD;<5<(E3 S3D(2(+G)
We started with a discussion of the distributive law assuming that the underlying
algebraic structure was a 0eld F and used it to derive e:cient marginalization algo-
rithms. A closer look at our derivation shows that actually all that was needed was
the fact thatwe were working in a commutative semiring. In a commutative semiring
K the two operations, which we call “+” and “!” satisfy the following axioms: (i) the
operations “+” and “!” are commutative (x + y = y + x; x ! y = y ! x) and associative
(x + (y + z) = (x + y) + z; x ! (y ! z) = (x ! y) ! z) with identity elements denoted by
“0” and “1”, respectively; (ii) the distributive law (x + y) ! z = (x ! z) + (y ! z) holds
for any triple x , y, z $ K. In comparison to a 0eld F we do not require the existence
of an inverse with respect to either operation.

Table #.#! lists several commutative semirings which are useful in the context of
coding. &e task of verifying that each of these examples indeed ful0lls the stated
axioms is relegated to Problem #.!. &e most important example in the context of
iterative coding is the so-called sum-product semiring, in which the two operations
are standard addition andmultiplication (this is the example which we have used so
far). As we will see shortly, this is the relevant semiring if we want to minimize the
bit error probability.

&e secondmost important example is themax-sum semiring. Againwe operate
over the reals but nowaddition is replaced bymaximization andmultiplication is re-
placed by addition. All previous statements and algorithms stay valid if we perform
this simple substitution of operations. We will soon see that the max-sum semir-
ing is the proper setting for performing block decoding. To be concrete, consider
the distributive law for the max-sum semiring. If in (#.!) we replace addition with
maximization and multiplication with addition then we get

max{x + y, x + z} = x +max{y, z},
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K “(+, 0)” “(!, 1)” description
F (+, 0) (!, 1)
F[x , y,(] (+, 0) (!, 1)
R-0 (+, 0) (!, 1) sum-product
R>0 Z{p} (min,p) (!, 1) min-product
R-0 (max, 0) (!, 1) max-product
RZ{p} (min,p) (+, 0) min-sum
RZ{"p} (max,"p) (+, 0) max-sum{0, 1} ( , 0) ( , 1) Boolean

Table #.#!: A list of commutative semirings which are relevant for iterative coding.
&e entry F[x , y,(] denotes the set of polynomials in the variables x , y, . . ., with
coe:cients in the 0eld F, and the usual polynomial arithmetic.

and, more generally,

max
i , j
{xi + y j} =max

i
{xi} +max

j
{y j}.

What is the marginalization of a function f (x1,(, xn) of n real variables in the
context of themax-sum semiring? By replacing the operations we see that it ismax-
imization, i.e.,

(#.##) f (x1) & max
x2 ,:,xn f (x1,(, xn) =max4x1 f (x1,(, xn).

As before, if the factor graph of the function f (x1,(, xn) is a tree, this maximiza-
tion can be accomplished e:ciently by a message-passing algorithm operating over
themax-sum semiring.&e message-passing rules are formally identical. More pre-
cisely: the original variable node processing rule µ(z) =`K

k=1 µk(z) is transformed
into the rule µ(z) = 1K

k=1 µk(z), and the function node processing rule, which pre-
viously was µ(z) = 14z f (z, z1,(, zJ)`J

j=1 µj(z j), now reads

µ(z) =max4z ) f (z, z1,(, zJ) +
J.
j=1 µj(z j)*.

&e 0nal marginalization step, which used to consist of computing the product`K+1
k=1 µk(z), now requires to evaluate the sum1K+1

k=1 µk(z).
§#.9.9. BC=6?>()3MAP D36=@(+G

Assume we are transmitting over a binary memoryless channel using a linear code
C(H) de0ned by its parity-check matrix H and assume that codewords are cho-
sen uniformly at random from C(H). &e processing rule for the optimum block
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decoder is

x̂MAP(y) = argmaxx pX !Y(x % y) = argmaxx pY ! X(y % x)pX(x)(Bayes)

= argmaxx^j
j
pYj ! Xj(y j % xj)_ {x*C} .(memoryless)

To emphasize the similarity to the optimum bit decoder, consider the i-th bit of
x̂MAP(y), write it as (x̂MAP(y))i . We have

2x̂MAP(y)3i = argmaxxi*{±1}max4xi^j
j
pYj ! Xj(y j % xj)_ {x*C}

= argmaxxi*{±1}max4xi.
j
log pYj ! Xj(y j % xj) + log2 {x*C}3.

If we compare this with (#.!#) we see that the two criteria only di,er by a substitution
of the two basic operations – addition goes into maximization and multiplication
goes into addition (the initial messages are of course also di,erent – we use likeli-
hoods for bitwise decoding and log-likelihoods for blockwise decoding).&erefore,
blockwise decoding can be accomplished if we employ themax-sum algebra instead
of the sum-product algebra.

It is common to write the blockwise decoder in the equivalent form

2x̂MAP(y)3i = argminxi*{±1}min4xi
n.
j=1" log pYj ! Xj(y j % xj) " log2 {x*C}3.

If the channel output is discrete, so that we deal with probability mass functions,
then this form is more convenient since the involved metric " log pYj ! Xj(y j % xj) is
positive. Formally this means that we use the min-sum algebra instead of the max-
sum algebra. In the sequel we adhere to this custom and use the min-sum algebra
for optimum block decoding.

§#.'. L(D(<5<(=+) =4 CB6C3-F233 C=@3)
&e previous sections have shown a way of performing MAP decoding e:ciently,
assuming that the corresponding Tanner graph is a tree. Unfortunately, the class
of codes which admit a tree-like (binary) Tanner graph is not powerful enough to
perform well.

L3DD5 #.#- (B5@N3>) 5*=;<CB6C3-F233 C=@3)). Let C be a binary linear code
of rate r which admits a binary Tanner graph that is a forest.&en C contains at least
2r#1
2 n codewords of weight 2.
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Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that theTanner graph is connected.
Otherwise the code C = C[n, k] is of the form C = C1 MC2, where C1 = C1[n1, k1],
C2 = C2[n2, k2], n = n1 + n2, n1, n2 7 1, and k = k1 + k2, i.e., each codeword is
the concatenation of a codeword from C1 with a codeword from C2. Applying the
bound to each component (to keep things simple we assume there are only two such
components),

2r1 " 1
2

n1 + 2r2 " 1
2

n2 = 2 k1
n1 " 1
2

n1 + 2 k2
n2 " 1
2

n2

= 2k1 " n1
2

+ 2k2 " n2
2

n2 = 2k " n
2
= 2r " 1

2
n.

Let us therefore assume that the Tanner graph of the code consists of a single tree.
&e graph has n variable nodes and (1" r)n check nodes since by the tree property
all check nodes (i.e., the respective equations) are linearly independent. &e total
number of nodes in the tree is therefore (2"r)n. Again by the tree property, there are(2" r)n"1 < (2" r)n edges in this graph. Since each such edge connects to exactly
one variable node, the average variable node degree is upper bounded by 2 " r. It
follows that theremust be at least nr variable nodes which are leaf nodes, since each
internal variable node has degree at least 2. Since there are in total (1 " r)n check
nodes and since every leaf variable node is connected to exactly one check node, it
follows that at least rn " (1 " r)n = (2r " 1)n leaf variable nodes are connected to
check nodes which are adjacent to multiple leaf variable nodes. Each such variable
node can be paired-up with one of the other such leaf nodes to give rise to a weight-
two codeword.

We see that cycle-free codes (of rate above one-half) necessarily contain many
low-weight codewords and, hence, have a large probability of error.&is is bad news
indeed. As discussed in more detail in Problems 7.9$ and 7.9!, also codes of rate
below one-half necessarily contain low-weight codewords, and the problem persists
even if we allow a small number of cycles.

§#.%. M3))5G3-P5))(+G =+ C=@3) >(<A CB6C3)
We started with an e:cient algorithm to compute themarginals of functions whose
factor graph is a tree. Next we saw that the decoding task can be phrased as such
a marginalization problem, both for minimizing bit or block error probability. But
we now know that codes with a cycle-free (binary) Tanner graph are not powerful
enough for transmission at low error rates. Tanner graphs of good codes necessarily
have many cycles. So how shall we proceed?

First, one can resort to more powerful graphical models. We discuss in Chap-
ter ' (terminated) convolutional codes. Although terminated convolutional codes
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are linear block codes (with a particular structure) and have therefore a standard
binary Tanner graph representation, we will see that convolutional codes possess a
cycle-free representation (and therefore the BP algorithm can be used to perform
MAP decoding) if we allow state nodes. By increasing the size of the allowed state
space one can approach capacity. However, these state nodes come at the price of in-
creased decoding complexity and as discussed in the introduction, the complexity-
gap trade-o, is not very favorable. Another possibility is to consider non-binary
codes. Unfortunately, complexity is again increased considerably by allowing non-
binary alphabets. Finally, one can de0ne the message-passing algorithm even in the
case where cycles are present. Except for some degenerate cases, message passing
in the presence of cycles is strictly suboptimal, see Problem -.!!. But as we will see
in Chapters - and 7, excellent performance can be achieved. For codes with cycles
message-passing no longer performsmaximum-likelihood decoding.Wewill there-
fore spend a considerable e,ort on learning tools that allow us to determine the
performance of such a combination.

N=<3)

Tanner proposed in [-'] to represent codes as bipartite graphs and to visualize it-
erative decoding as a message-passing algorithm on such a graph. &e framework
of factor graphs discussed in this chapter is the result of a collaborative e,ort by
Wiberg [-8], Wiberg, Loeliger, and Kötter [-", -8], as well as Kschischang, Frey, and
Loeliger [#-]. It is not the only graphical model suitable for iterative decoding. In-
deed, we have discussed the notion of Forney-style factor graphs in Section #.9.-.
&ese were introduced by Forney [!7], who called them normal graphs. As shown
in [!7], normal graphs allow for an elegant local dualization of the graph. Exten-
sions of this idea were discussed byMao andKschischang [-$]. A further equivalent
graphical language was put forth around the same time by Aji and McEliece [!] (see
also the article by Shafer and Shenoy [-9].) &e message-passing algorithm which
we derived via the factor-graph approach is known under many di,erent names (it-
erative decoding, belief-propagation, message-passing, probabilistic decoding, ...).
It was gradually realized that, what might appear as di,erent algorithms (invented
inmany di,erent communities), are in fact special cases of the same basic principle.
Let us trace here just a few of those instances. Probably the 0rst such instance is the
transfer-matrixmethod of statistical mechanics. It is explored in detail in ["] in con-
junction with the so-called Bethe Ansatz [!$, !!] and it goes back at least to the !"-$s.
In the setting of communications, it was Gallager [!'] who introduced LDPC codes
and the related message-passing algorithm in !"'$. Viterbi introduced his so-called
Viterbi algorithm for the decoding of convolutional codes [-%]. (&e connection be-
tween the Viterbi algorithm and message-passing decoding is discussed in detail in
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Section '.! and Problem '.#.)
In the mid-sixties, Baum and Welch developed an algorithm to estimate the

parameters of hidden Markov models.&is algorithm is known as the Baum-Welch
algorithm. For a list of publications we refer the reader to the papers by Baum and
Petrie ['], Baum and Sell [8], and Baum, Petrie, Soules, andWeiss [%]. One can apply
the Baum-Welch algorithm to perform bit MAP decoding of a convolutional code.
&is was 0rst done by Bahl, Cocke, Jelinek, and Raviv [#] and the algorithm is now
known as the BCJR algorithm. In !"%%, Dempster, Laird, and Rubin investigated the
expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm [!#] which in turn includes the Baum-
Welch algorithm as a special case, see [-#].

In !"8- Kim and Pearl introduced the belief propagation algorithm [#!, -7] to
solve statistical inference problems.&at the turbo decoding algorithm is in fact an
instance of belief propagation was realized by MacKay and Neal in [#"] and also by
Frey and Kschischang [!9].

An in-depth discussion of all these connections can be found in the article of
McEliece, MacKay, and Cheng [-!], the article of Kschischang and Frey [##] as well
as the book of Heegard andWicker [#$].

Our exposition of the factor graph approach follows closely the one in [#-].&e
generalization of the approach to semi-rings is due to Aji and McEliece [!]. As we
have seen, this generalization makes it possible to view a large class of algorithms
simply as special instances of the same principle.

A set of applications for the factor graph framework is discussed in the paper
byWorthen and Stark [7$]. If you are looking for tutorial articles concerning factor
graphs we recommend the paper by Loeliger [#9].

It was shown by Etzion, Trachtenberg, and Vardy [!-] that binary codes which
possess a cycle-free Tanner graph (without state nodes) necessarily have small min-
imum distance. We discussed only the simple case of codes with rate r at least one
half. In this case we saw that the minimum distance is at most 2. If r < 1

2 , then the
above authors showed that the minimum distance is at most 2,r.

Battail, Decouvelaere, and Godlewski were early pioneers in the area of com-
bining “so. information” stemming from various partial descriptions of a code into
one0nal estimate [7]. However, theydid not discuss thenotion of feedback, i.e., iter-
ative decoding. Battail, Decouvelaere, and Godlewski termed their coding method
replica coding, see also [9, -]. Hagenauer, O,er, and Papke [!8] introduced the “log-
likelihood algebra”, which contains the message-passing rule at variable and check
nodes.

&e factor-graph approach has also inspired an implementation of message-
passing decoding by analog computation.&is has been pioneered by two research
groups, Hagenauer,Winklhofer, O,er, Méasson, Mörz, Gabara, and Yan [!", !%, --],
as well as Loeliger, Lustenberger, Helfenstein, and Tarköy [#', #%, #8].
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P2=*C3D)
#.! (F56<=2 G251A) 4=2 S3D(2(+G)). Consider the examples listed in Table #.#!.
Show in each case that it forms indeed a commutative semirings.

#.# (M3))5G3-P5))(+G ACG=2(<AD 4=2 <A3 BEC). Starting from the message-
passing rules summarized in Figure #.!!, derive the decoding algorithm for the bi-
nary erasure channel (BEC) (see Section -.! for a discussion of this channel model).
What is themessage alphabet andwhat are the computation rules? Simplify the rules
as far as possible.

#.- (M(+-S;D ACG=2(<AD 4=2 BEC). Apply the min-sum algebra to the decoding
of LDPC ensembles over the BEC. What are the initial messages and what are the
processing rules? Show that themessages which are a priori two-tuples can be com-
pressed into a single number. Finally, show that the resulting message-passing rules
are identical to the ones using the sum-product semiring. In words, over the BEC
(locally optimal) iterative bit and blockwise decoding are identical.

xy
00 10 01 11
0 1 2 3z = m(x , y) Y

y = q(x)
X

Figure #.#7: Le.: Mapping z = m(x , y). Right: Quantizer y = q(x).
#.7 (M3))5G3P5))(+G 4=2M51132) – L=3C(G32 [#7]). Assume that the two binary
symbols x and y are mapped by a function m into one 7-AM symbol, call it z, as
shown on the le. of Figure #.#7. In more detail, m 8 X M Y E Z . Such a mapper
is e.g. useful as part of a multilevel transmission scheme. Draw the corresponding
FSFG. Starting from the general message-passing rule stated in (#.#$) and assuming
that the incomingmessages are µx ,m(x), µy,m(y) and µz,m(z), respectively, what are
the outgoing messages µm,x(x), µm,y(y) and µm,z(z)?
#.9 (M3))5G3 P5))(+G 4=2 Q;5+<(M32) – L=3C(G32 [#7]). Consider a quantizer
as shown on the right in Figure #.#7. More precisely, letX be a 0nite input alphabet
and Y be a 0nite output alphabet at let q be the quantization function, q 8 X EY . Draw the corresponding FSFG. Starting from the general message-passing rule
stated in (#.#$) and assuming that the incoming messages are µx ,q(x) and µy,q(y),
respectively, what are the outgoing messages µq,x(x) and µq,y(y)?
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